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S Y N O P S I S .

Gel Pertaeation Chromatography has become an established method fo r  

rapid molecular weight and dispersion characterisation o f polymers.

The method is  based on the separation o f the polymer in to  an in f in ite  

number o f  narrow fractions by pemeation o f the polymer solution throu^ 

the porous crosslinked polysiyrene ge l.

Fundamental studies have been carried out in to  the packing techniques 

re la tin g  to pressure and flow  rate variab les fo r  the porous ge l. I t  has 

been found that high constant pressure gives higher packing e ff ic ie n c y , 

but i t  is  not as reproducible as the constant flow  ra te  method, A study 

has also been made o f the care and treaiment o f the solvent, tetrahydrofuran, 

w ith particu lar in terest to  the peroxide concentration increase, and the 

e f fe c t  o f the solvent on brass tubing over prolonged exposure.

Sample ocncentration e ffe c ts  have also been studied, paying particu lar 

in terest to the low molecular weight t a i l  T/hich is  o ften  observed with 

concentrated samples, A study o f d iffe ren t polymer concentrations, but with 

the same re la tiv e  v is cos ity  was also made, w ith pa rticu la r in terest in  the 

elution volume and theoretica l p late count fo r  the polymer.

A new type o f ge l has been developed, which enables an aerogel to 

s tab ilise  a xerogel, and hence the ge l so produced has xerogel elution 

properties, but aerogel packing properties. The use o f  thin layer chromatography 

to characterise gels has also been considered,

A scanning electron  microscope has been used to  study the morphology 

of the new ge ls , and also the supramolecular structure o f freeze dried 

polystyrene in  benzene solution.
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CHAPTER 1.
iKTRODtrcnow.

The characteristics of polymers, such as h i ^  T iscosity , long range 

e la stic ity  and high strength, created two d iffe rin g  schools of thought 

on the subject until about 1930, The early  workers, such as H arries ,' ' 

believed the polymer to be a combination o f monomer un its, but they 

argued amongst tbemselTes as to whether i t  was a covalent structure, 

or one held together by inteznolecular "secondary valence" forces. In  

fact, daring the 1890*s , the p o ss ib ility  o f co-ordination complexes, the 

concept o f "p artia l valence" and Tan de W aal's forces, were given 

considerable attention.

Polymers were often ^ven  cyclic structures, which was probably due 

to the lack o f molecular weight determining techniques, and hence were 

given molecular weights which were often orders o f magnitude in erro r, 

Further problems in the concept o f a polymer arose from the fac t that 

most of the chemists involved were organically biased, and so found 

d iff lc u lly  in envisaging a pure ccmpound o f variable chemical formula. 

Hence the ir work was directed towards the detection o f a defin ite molecule 

o f precise stoichiometry which they could then regard as a polymer 

molecule fo r  the particu lar polymer under consideration.

There were, however, some <diemists who weare not so restricted in  

their outlook, and i t  was these people, such as Graham,^^) who f i r s t  

studied the properties o f polymers and tried  to explain them in hitherto 

unknown terms, such as "co llo ids" o r  "crystallo ids"^
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In 1920, Staudinger^-^^ published a condemnation of the then current 

trend in formulation o f molecules by p a rt ia l valences, and even proposed



chain structures fo r  polystyrene and polyaetiylmethacrylate. His ideas 

irere noty hcwevery accepted until 1929 when Carothers^^^ and others 

substantiated his chain hypotheses. I t  was at th is period in time that 

the present ccaioept of polymer chemistzy began to be widely accepted.

With the rapid increase in the use o f synthetic polymeric substances 

since the Second World War, i t  has become increasingly more obvioi:^ that 

the physical propeirfcies of the polynter, or "p lastics" as they are generally  

known, need to be investigated. With a greater knowledge of the properties, 

tlw ^ a l i i y  of the product can be improved or altered to f i t  the requirements 

of the product,^^^* ( i lS )

For any given polymer, the two most fundamental factors relating to 

its  characteristics are the average chain length and the degree to which 

the chain lengths of individual molecules vary about the mean value. This 

la tte r  relationship i s  known as the "distribution" of the polymer. The need 

fo r a rapid and accurate method to determine the average chain length and 

distribution of the molecules is ,  therefore, essential.
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There are no quick convenient methods of determining the average chain 

length of a polymeric molecule, but fortunately, there are numerous ways 

of determining the average molecular weight of a polymer. This value is  

directly related to the chain length cf the polymer by a factor idiieh i s  

dependent upon the polymer in question. The available methods can be 

divided into three categories depending upon their basic principles. The 

f i r s t  category re lie s  upon the co lligative  properties o f the polymer in 

solution, and includes such techniques as osmometry, cryoscopy, ebulliometiy 

and lowering of vapour pressure. The second category includes such methods 

as ultracentrifugation, light scattering and v iscosiiy  measurement o f



dilute solutions of the poljmier. The fin a l category is  end group 

analysis hy physical and chemical methods.

The fin a l method i s  based on the numbers o f functional end groups%
available fo r  detection, such as carboxylic acid groups, amino groups 

and other sim ilarly reactive ones, and hence should only be en^iloyed on 

linear polymers, elthough successful resu lts have been obtained using 

starch-like branched p o l y m e r s . T h i s  method gives the number average 

molecular weight of the polymer (ifo) in the f in a l resu lt, from wMch can 

derived the number average chain length The method becomes inaccurate

at h i{^  molecular weight, and in fac t, seldom exceeds a value o f 23,000,

(119) ( 118)but with the advent o f infra-red spectra' and radioactive la b e llin g

this lim it has been increased substantially. In it ia to rs  and chemical

transfer agents containing groups or atoms suitable fo r  chemical or

radiotracer analysis can be used, but the molecular weight can only be

accurately determined i f  the transfer and termination reactions are

understood. The method can give a deep insight into the polymer structure

and it s  mechanism, as for exasqole, when used in conounction with physically

measured molecular weights to determine the number of chain end groups

of a given type of molecule.
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The number average molecuLsr weight derived from co lligative  

properties is  based on the relationship that, fo r  a d ilu te  solution, the 

activity of the polymer becomes equal to i t s  mole fraction  as the 

concentration tends towards zero, Under these conditions, the activity  

of the solvent equals the mole fraction , and hence the decrease in 

activity of the solvent by the polymer is  equal to the mole fraction of 

the polymer. This e ffect manifests i t s e l f  by the lowering of the freezing  

point and elevation of the boiling point fo r  solutions, conpared with that 

of the pure solvent. I t  also causes the phenomenon of osmosis* I t  i s



evident that the work has to be done with d ilu te solutions when the 

physical considerations o f the nature of the randomly coiled p o ld e r  are 

considered. The polymer molecule mayt on average« be approximated by a 

spherically synmetric statistica l distribution o f chain elements about a 

centre of gravity, and this spherical volume is  often many times la rger  

than that of the actual molecular volume. The whole principle of th is  

type of technique is  that it  assuoaes a l l  the moleoitles act Independently 

of each other and not in clusters or agglomerates, hence the need fo r  

in fin ite  dilutions.

The theory of ebulliometry and eiyoscopy are basica lly  identical, 

that of measuring a  temperature difference o f a pure solvent and a 

solution at their respective boiling points or freezing points. The 

methods are limited in their accuracy by the accuracy of the temperature 

sending devices and by superheating or supercooling. However, with the 

advent o f sensitive thermocouples and thermistors, and by exercising  

great care, these methods are re liab le  up to molecular weights o f 30,000,
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On the other band, osaioinetry can be used to estimate the molecular
c

weight of a polymer of 10 , but it  has inherent disadvantages o f diffusion  

through the semi pemeable membrane of low molecular weight species, and 

should not be used fo r  polymers of wide distribution. The theory is  one 

of the solvent permeating through a meisbrane into a polymer solution, the 

polymer being prevented frcm doing th is  by i t s  s ize . In  order to prevent 

th is, a pressure is  applied to  the solution in  an attempt to counteract 

the effect. The pressure required to keep the system in  equilibrium is  

called the osmotic pressure, and can be related to the mmiber average 

molecular weight of the polymer, iO.though errors can be introduced by 

lew molecular w e i^ t  d iffusion, by using current procedures, i t  can be 

used reliably  when this does not occur with unfractionated polymers of



noraber average molecular ineigiht o f 50, c o ^ ]  or with polymei*s up to 

720,00^^^ (103)^^ molecular weight species are removed by

fractionation. Higher molecular weights are possible i f  the sample 

has a narrower distribution,

The fin a l methods of molecular weight deteimination are ones where 

the weight average molecular weight ( l ^ )  i s  determined, as in ligh t  

scattering and ultracentrifugation. Values of 10^ have been determined 

by light scattering, which occurs when a beam o f ligh t encounters a 

solution and is  scattered in a l l  directions, the wavelength of the Incident 

and reflected rsgr being unchanged. The Intensity o f the scattering is  

measured at various angles and concentrations, and by extrapolation, the 

intensity of scattered ligh t at sero degrees to the incident ray fo r  aero 

concentration i s  obtained. This value can then be related to the weight 

average molecular weight, but the technique is  exacting and lengthy.

There are two techniques fo r  weight average molecular weight 

determination by ultracentrifugation; one entails the centrifugation o f 

a polymer at re lative ly  low speeds fo r  a long time in  order that an 

equilibrium is  reached in  which the polymer is  distributed in the c e ll  

according to it s  molecular weight, A conoentration gradient i s  then 

established in texms o f the polymer ccncentration, and th is w i l l  give the 

weight average molecular weight of the polymer. The other technique is  

to centrifuge the solution and measure the rate of movement of tte  polymer 

which was orig inally  in solution, towards the bottom o f the c e ll ;  this  

can also be related to the weight average molecular weight, but i t  requires 

several appraximations to be made.
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Molecular size can be estimated fron the in trin s ic  viscosity of a 

dilate polymer solution, which is  in  turn em pirically related to the



molecular weight o f the poljmer, providing i t  is  lin ea r. The method i s  

not, however, absolute and needs to be calibrated, but once done i t  i s  

veiy rapid. The resulting molecular weight i s  usually less than the 

weight average molecular w e i^ t  and is  called the viscocity average

molecular weight (Mv ) .

In order to detemiine the distribution of a polymer i t  had previously 

usually involved fractionating i t  into n arrm  distribution fractions and 

then measuring the molecular wsights of these fractions by any of the 

above techniques, the most widely used probably being viscometry. As an 

alternative to this lengtly procedure, a non-preparative one can be 

employed using the equilibrium method of centrifugation. This has the 

advantage of not requirii^ fractionation and is  therefore much faster. 

Another method is  tuibidmetric titrations, but this requires in it ia l  

calibration for each type of polymer.
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Until recently, preparative p o ld e r  fractionation was needed for  

distribution determination, and was achieved by one o f several methods, 

either extraction, precipitation or elution. The foremost method involves 

extraction o f polymer san^les, usually in the form o f a film , with solvents 

of increasing solvent power, whilst precipitation requires the polymer to 

be in it ia lly  dissolved and then precipitated by addition o f a non-solvent. 

Elution involves the use o f column chromatography, where the polymer solution 

is  placed on top o f a packed column and the solvent becomes more powerjEtil 

as i t  elutes tfarou^, causing fractionation to occur. A modification o f  

this has been used by Baker and W i l l i a m s ^ e m p l o y s  a temperature 

gradient.

In recent years much progress has been made in the use of other less  

conventional methods o f molecular weight analysis. Such methods include



spectroscoEjr and the use o f electron microscojgr. One spectroscopic

method has been called " s e lf  beat spectroscopy" and is  an optical

technique in  irhich the spectral distribution of ligh t scattered from

the solute mole codes undergoing Brownian motion is  analysed to allow

the calculation of the diffusion coefficient o f the molecules^ and from

this, the molecular w e i^ t . The range fo r  which th is method appears to
U- 8be viable is  between 10 and 10 dal tons, and i f  su ffic ient care is  taken, 

an accuracy o f is  o b t a i n a b l e . T h i s  method i s  sim ilar to  conventional 

ligh t scattering, but much more re liab le  and faste r, ibiother method is  

being developed, by which the number average molecular weight can be 

determined by mass spectrometry, and this is  called "e le c tro sp r^  mass 

spectrosoopy"^^^ but very l i t t le  work h£^ been done on i t ,  so no fu l l  

assessment of the method is  available.

Since the advent of the electron microscope, i t  has become possible  

to observe structures at a molecular level and hence to measure their

using a very dilute solution o f polymer (between
“2 -510 and 10 JS) and then nebulizing the solution into small droplets, 

allowing the solvent to evaporate, followed by coating or "shadowing" the 

residue with platinum or a similar metal, i t  i s  possible to see the shape 

and size of the molecule. Ideally , the sample should be in a poor solvent 

so that the polymer chain i s  in a t i ^ t  sphere and w i l l ,  therefore, be more 

easily  detected because o f it s  densi'^. Such a system needs calibration  

fo r each type of polyner and solvent used, but once calibrated, i t  is  a 

rapid and simple technique which o ffers good resu lts.

Psge 7.

Once distribution data has been obtained, there are two methods o f  

presenting i t j  one i s  an integral curve, and the other is  a d iffe ren tia l 

distribution curve. In the integral curve, the cumulative w e i^ t  of the 

polymer, usually esepressed as a fraction  of the to ta l weight, i s  plotted



against the molecular weight, while the d iffe ren tia l distribution curve 

is  plotted by graphically d ifferentiating the integral curwe.
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During the early  1960's, a great deal cf work was carried out on a 

new method of ehrcmatography analysis fo r poljrmers. This is  called  

"Gel Permeation Chroinatogra;];dy" (G-.P.C. ) and is  a special type of 

liqu id -so lid  elution chrcmatography which uses coluoins usually  packed 

with an inert g e l which is often a cross-linked polymer such as 

I»lystyrene, p o ly a c ry la m id e ,^ p o ly h o rp h o lin e ,^ ^ ^ ^  dextran,^^^^

but can also be s i l ic a  ge l, 

porous cement.

(16 ),(17 ) poj.Qug or even

(23)
The Use of cross-linked polystyrene gel was introduced by Moore^

after in it ia l work by Taughan/^^^ Brewer,^^^ and Cortis-^ones,^^^^ but

the principle of th is type of chrcmatography was f i r s t  employed by Synge

and Tiselius^^^^ in 1949. The theory o f this form o f chromatography is  %
that large molecules are not able to penetrate the matrix o f the ge l, and 

are eluted in preference to the smaller molecules which can penetrate the 

matrix and are retained. In this respect i t  Is  very much lik e  gel

f 15)filt ra t io n  chromatography which was in itiated  by Porath and Flodin,'- 

who used cross-linked dextran gel in aqueous media. th is  simple 

explanation of the mechanism i t  can be expected that la rger molecules w i l l  

be eluted in preference to smaller molecules.

The works of Porath and Elodin,^^^^ and E|ynge and Tiselius^^^^ were 

restricted in their appllcaidon, and it  was Koore^^^^ who made the advances 

which led  to most o f the present techniques in Gel Permeation Chromatography, 

Hoore succeeded in  developdr^ techniques by which the porosity of the 

cross-linked polystyrene gel could be varied by the use of various solvent, 

non-solvent mixtures fo r  the monomers. I t  i s  now possible to obtain gels



of maximum pore size Tarying betneen about one hundred and several m illions 

of angstroms* Hoore also noted that fo r  any given gel pure size , the 

elution volume of a polymer was related to the logarltim  of it s  molecular 

weight, and that i f  this was plotted against the elution volume (T® ), a 

linear plot over a range of molecular weights is  usually obtained, the 

lower lim it being nearly equivalent to the to ta l volume of liqu id  in the 

column.
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At about the same time that Moo3:*e developed his techniques, the

d ifferen tia l refractometer was introduced as a means o f continually

monitoring a continuous flow system. This meant that i t  was no longer

i^cessary to take individual fractions and characterise them separately.

This led to the development by Waters Associates Inc. o f  Framingham, Hass.,

of a series of coomeroial peimeation chromatographs. These instruments

measure the difference in refractive index of the solvent and the solution

of the polymer, and hence give a d is p l^  of the distribution of the polymer.

This is  produced by assuming that the t^ange in  refimctive index i s

proportional to the concentration of the polymer in  solution fo r  a given

polymer. The difference in refractive index is  then graphically portrayed,

and thus the peaik h e i^ t  of the chrcmatograw, is  an indication of the

f 27)concentration of the polymer present, Hendrickson .and Moote^ * were the 

f i r s t  people to rea lise  that the trace o f the polymer concentration as a 

function of elution volume is  a modified d iffe ren tia l molecular weight 

distrilMation curve, and that once the system is  calibrated the elution  

volume -  molecular weight relationship can be used to calculate both weight 

average and number average molecular weights. Calibration o f the system 

was achieved by plotting the elution volume of mtmodispereed polymers 

against the logarithm o f the molecular w e i^ t .  This has since been modified, 

l̂s w in  be discussed in Chapter 2 in more deta il.
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Due to the ease and rapidity by which the &K>lecular properties 

of polytaers can be deteimined by gei permeation chromatography^ i t  has 

now become an accepted techni^e for* polymer characterisation* The 

ensuing work is  mainly concerned with the preparation, packing and 

evaluaticai o f both modified and conventional gels^ and a study of these 

gels using a scanning electron microscope*



CHAPTER 2.

THEOKr AM) MECHANISMS.

2»1. Definitions eaid PeriTationa o f some terms.

Before the subject can be pursued ftirther, i t  i s  important that a l l

tezms are fu lly  understood. As already stated, a polymer cemprises many
<

monomer units, the degree of heterogen^ty of the polymer with respect to  

its  molecular weight being dependent upon the kinetics o f it s  polymerisation, 

Bence, the distribution of the polymer may be either great or mnall, and i t  

is  important to know which it  is  fo r  any given polymer before further studies 

can be undertaken. Any standard polymer text book^^®^ contains theoretical 

accounts of distribution, but a short summary of the principles w i l l  be 

outlined.
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The distribution o f polymer molecules over various chain lengths is  

described by the nutpber of molecules. Hr, having chain length r . Therefore, 

Nr can be regarded as the probability of finding such a chain length in a 

polymer sample. When described as a molecular weight distribution cuarve, 

the probability is  usually described by either the mole fraction Xp, or 

the weight fraction Wp, these being defined as:

Nr
Xp =

Nr

2.1.1,

r.N r
’r  =

^  r.N r

2,1.2.

When expressed as functions o f molecular w e i^ t ,  Xp I s  known as the 

frequency distribution, and as the weight distribution. The terms in 

the above equations are kncnm in  s ta t is t ic a l phraseology as the "moments" 

of the distributions of orders zero and one respectively. In general teima.
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the moment Qn, o f order n, can be defined as:

Qn s \  Nr 2,1,3.

where n is  an integer. Hence, when n = o, Qq is  the tota l number of 

p o ld e r  iDolecules, and when n = 1, Q-} is  the to ta l number of monamer units 

in the saii^le. The ratio  of these is  the number average chain length r_

Qo
2.1.4,

i s  the ratio of the total chain length of each species to the number 

of p o ld e r  molecules.

Alternatively, the chain length of each ^ e c le s  may be averaged on 

the basis of its  weight fraction, which w il l  then give the weigiht average 

chain length

^w = '■^r. "  ^ r^* Hr
1 :
Qi

2.1.5.

r,Nr

The determination of the two averages provides some measure of the 

distribution; another average i s  the a average, which is  d ifferent again.

.r^ Hr

.r^ Nr

Q3

Q2

2. 1 , 6 .

In addition *0 these i s  the viscosity average chain length which is  

defined asi
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^v =
X
<x =

“ ^ N r .r
r

— r  _  ̂ -J

J _
<x 2.1.7.

where oc i s  the exponent in the Mark-Houwink equation (2 .1 .8 .)

[^f] = 2. 1. 8,

where[*/J i s  the intrinsic viscositjy, M is  the molecular weight, and K 

ando< are constants fo r  one pcljnser-solvent system at a stated temperature,

The value of oc varies between 0.3 and 1.0, and th is value can be 

related to the "rig id ity " o f the molecular chain in solution; at 0,5 i t  

i s  a random co il, and at 1,0 it  is  linear and r ig id . When r^  is  compared 

with Tyf and i t  is  fcfund to be nearer r^, and when o< =; 1, i t  is  identical 

to i t .

The ratio is  a measure o f the heterogerkly o f the polyner, and
\

^n

this value is  often referred to  as the "dispersion o f the polymer" which 

i s  designated D,

D =
3V

2,1.9.

mien a distribution curve is  constructed fo r  a polymer, i t  is  asstaned 

a l l  fractions are monodisperse^, which is  erroneous, but with cerrtain

, (29) gjj integral curve can be constructed using the equationassumptions

» r  = ^ » r
r =1

2. 1.10,

where Wj. is  the weight distribution.

Schulta and Dinglisiger^^^^ modified equation 2.1,10. to:

r  = i

i  = 1



There are, however, alternative methods of construction of integral
(30)weight distribution curves, such as those proposed by Tung,'’ ' 

Ts^lor,^"^^^ and Mussa^^^^
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2,2 Evaluation o f Colunm Rffieiencv in G-.P.C.

Whenever a column series is  constructed, i t  is  necessary to evaluate 

the efficiency of the system; this is  d ifficu lt  to determine as a 

percjentage of maximum efficiency as i t  is  impossible to determine the 

maximum thecjretical efficiency. There i s ,  however, a means by which the 

system can be evaluated to see i f  i t  is  o f suitable standard. This is  done 

by measuring the Theoretical Plate Count (TPC) or the Height Ecjuivalent 

Theoretical Elate (HETP), These two terms are very closely related, the 

theoretical plate count being the number of plates per unit length, and 

the height equivalent plate count being the distance between the plate^. 

Hence, one is  the reciprocal of the other. Neither term is  s t r ic t ly  a 

chromatographic phrase, in fact th ^  are more frequently used in d is t illa t io n  

or fractionation systems, but they do appear to su ffice  fo r  ge l permeation 

chromatography systems.

Since the two methods o f evaluation are so sim ilar, only the 

theoretical plate count method w i l l  be considered. The plate count i s  

determined from the equation

2.2.1.

where P is  the number o f theoretical p lates per unit length, d is  the 

elution volume to the peak maximara, w is  the width o f the peak at the base 

lin e , which is  obtained by drawing tangents to the in flection  points on 

each side of the peak and taking the intercept with the base lin e , expressed 

in the same units as d, and n i s  the length o f the column series. (See F lg .l ) ,
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^ e n  determining the theoretical plate count, i t  is  important that 

the conditions are kept Identical; that is ,  the temperature, the standard 

used to determine the value, the injection time and, to a lesser extent, 

the flow as a l l  of these w i l l  affect the plate count and w i l l

lead to erroneous conclusions i f  the conditions vary.

Theoretical plate counts can also be used to compare guantitavely 

different method of ehrcmatograptyr. Giddings'^^^^ has related the plate  

count to the maximum number o f resolvable components ( n ) in a system at 

any one time in the form of

N = 1 + 0,2p^ 2,2,2,

where p is the number o f theosretlcal plates. He also showed that gas 

chromatography was better than liqu id  chromatography which, in turn, is  

better than gel permeation chromatography for resolving power f  ca* the same 

nunJber of theoretical plates per unit length.

Tweedale^^^^ has shown that the e f f ic ie n t  of the column is  related  

to the diameter o f the spherical particles packing the column. The smaller 

the gel diameter, the M ^ e r  the e ffic ien*^, but in opposition to th is,
/ 76)

Whitlock and P o rte r '' * have shown that the pressure drop across a column 

is  inversely proportional to the square of the particle diameter.
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Pressure Drop <=< (Sphere diameter)^ 2.2.3.

However, the problems of h i ^  pressure drops seem to have been partia lly  

overcome because et a l have reported a system using 5 particles

at a flow rate of 0,5 em̂  and obtaining p late count of 8,800' per foot,

but the pressure drop across the coliimn, fo r  tetrahydrofuran, is  1,150 lb s , 

per square inch. The standard used by Kato in  th is  work is  0,5^ solution o f 

benzene in tetrahydrofuran ( thp) .



2.5« AtalTsis o f a Gaussian Distribution.

By the nature of the mechanism of ge l chromatography, it  can be 

ejcpected that, in  the majoriiy of cases, the chromatogram w il l  exhibit a 

Gaussian curve shape for monodispersed polymers which are not excluded by 

the system. Using th is  assuniption, analysis o f the curves obtained on the 

chromatograph involves the pre-requisite that the polymer is  composed o f  

many monodispersed samples, and that the resultant plot is  a summation of 

all the Gaussian p lots. Since the height of the peak i s  proportional to  

the change in refractive index of the solution, which is  in turn proportional 

to the con cent ration of the polymer, it  follows that the height of the peak 

is  a measure of the concentration of the polymer.

In  order to analyse the curve numerically, a histogram set can be 

drawn as in Figure 2, each block of the histogram being a species of narrow 

distribution. Once the column set has been calibrated , the chain lengths 

of each of these blocks can be found, and hence the fraction present in 

the whole sample. I f  H is the height of the interval, etnd i  is  the number 

o f the interval, this can be expressed mathematically as

%  = = ¥ i 2.3.1-

where is the molecular w e l^ t  at point i ,  and is  the number o f 

molecules of that molecular ^ ig h t .

The weight average molecular weight 11,̂  i s  defined as
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2.3.2,

i  %

so by substituting 2,3*t . into 2,3.2. the expression becomes

2.3.3.5  _  ? B l - » i
"  i  " 7 -------



However, due to calibz^tions usually being in terns o f  chain length 

(Aj^), the molecular w e i^ t  has to be related to the chain length:

= Q.A^

where Q is  the Q factor, whl<di is  a constant fo r  a spec ific  poljmer. Hence, 

e<^atlon 2.3.3. now becomes
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2.3.5.

and these values can a l l  he found from the cbromatograin.

The number average molecular weight may be defined as;

«n  -

but from equation 2 ,3 .1.» %  %

equation 2.3. 6. now becomes

2.3.6.

and by substituting Q,A^ fo r

2.3.7.

^  H

As with equation 2.3.3«> these values can be found on the chramatograin,

BO these expressions allow both weight average and number average molecular 

weights to be d irectly  calculated. Therefore, from these two values, the 

dispersity o f the polymer can be established, since dispersity D is  defined as:

D = 2.3.8.



Meclianistio Hypotheses o f Gel Permeation Chroroatogra'phY.
In order to be conversant with the possible mechanisms o f gel 

permeation chrooiatogrspfcor, a basic understanding o f the g e l structure is  

required,

There are two classes of gel, aerogels and aerogels; the former 

being a rig id  matria, such as s ilica ,^  ** or porous glass spheres,' the 

la tte r  being a cross-linked p o i^ e r  which swells substantially in the elution  

media, such gels are Sephadex/^^^ (a  cross-linked dextran polymer), 

p o ly a c ry la m id e s ,^ e tc . Between these two exti’emes are gels that do swell,
( 25)

but only s l i ^ t ly ,  these being usually cross-linked polystyrene' or 

similar polyners. Such gels exhibit more characteristics of aerogels than 

aerogels, but are nevertheless referred to as xerogel-aerogel hybrids. The 

advantages of a xerogel is  that the apparent ratio  of eluting solvent 

within the gel particles to that outside in a given gel bed is  comparatively 

high, often 2:1, but in the aerogels, i t  is  usually only 1:1, This means 

that fo r  a xerogel system, the h i ^  capacity ratio  w i l l  mean an increase in  

column efficien<y^; fo r  exassple, doubling the capacity ratio  would enable a 

column length to be reduced fcu rfd d , and s t i l l  obtain the same separating 

efficiency. The d ifficu lty  is ,  however, that the swollen xerogels tend to  

reduce the resolution o f the column due to the large size of the particles  

which are required to negate the swelling effect on the solvent flow rate.

I f  a maall particle swells substantially, the in te rs t it ia l volume is  fo rc ib ly  

reduced and the spheres distort into a more convenient packing shape, such 

as cubes, hen<« the pressure drop across the column is  increased.
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In general, however, the gels can be treated as sim ilar in their 

topology, A gel partic le  can be visualised idea lly  as a sphere impregnated 

with pores of veri-ous size, but of a predetermined maximum. These pores may 

be ii^ t  a surface phencmen or, as indicated by electromoicrosoopy,^^^^»



FIG. 3 
'-r· 

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF A GEL 

(TYPE P10 TCA 4/7; mag. 5,800 x ) 



the pores may permeate throughout the gel (H gure  5 ). The gel bead is  

eontprised of much smaller spheres to form ^amnerates of the polymer. The 

principle of gel penneaticn chromatography can be suimiarised as a procedure 

by which the larger molecules in solutictn cannot penetrate the pores o f the 

gel, and hence elute in  preference to the smaller molecules which can 

penetrate the ge l matrix, bat th is  stu< ĵr w i l l  be pursued more deeply in a 

la te r  section.

The gel, or beads, form a stationary phase while the solvent in which 

the polymer i s  dissolved forms the moving phase which permeates throogih the 

gel; the polymer molecules diffuse into a l l  parts o f the gel at a rate 

determined by the molecular dimensions of the polymer, and the f®re size 

of the gel,^^®^ Porath^^^^ postulated t l^  existence of conical pores which 

on average could be treated ^  identical regular pores, but this theory 

although basically sound, collapsed when i t  was realised  that i t  i s  true 

fo r  both spherical proteins and random co il protein polymers, which i t  should 

not be, or that the confomiation o f protein polymers was in error.
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The elution volume of a polymer can be described mathematically as:

2.4,1.

where Tg is  the elution volume, Tq is  the void volume o f the column, is  

the volume of unbound solvent internal to the ge l, and is  the distribution  

c o e f f i c i e n t , T h e r e f o r e ,  i f  the polymer i s  unable to enter the pores,

Tg la  equal to because %  w i l l  be zero, and i f  a l l  the internal volume 

is  available, then Tg is  equal to Vq ' ^ - ^ i *  However, is  sane cases the 

solutes display some a ffin ity  for the ge l and can exceed unity. I f  this 

happens, a new relationship is  required:

Vg = Vg + K̂ .Kp.Vi, 2.4.2.
where Kp = K '.Vg 2, 4,



K* is  called  the capacity factor, and Kp is  the partition coefficient. 

Hence, i f  Kp is  unity, equation 2.4,2, is  the same as 2 .4 .1 ., but i f  Kp
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exceeds unity, there is  an apparent Increase in  to greater than unllgr. (41)

Porath^^^^ also assimed that the effective radius of a polymer was 

proportional to the square root of the molecular weight, and was able to 

relate the volume fraction of the pores to the molecular weight. By 

substituting the results of Granath and P lod in ,^^^  Porath was able to 

obtain a linear plot fo r  the cube root o f the volume fraction o f the gel 

available to the polymer to the square root of the molecular w e l^ t ;  hence 

creating a stexdc exclusion hypothesis.

(Viacc)^ = K #  2.4.4.

where is  the volume fraction o f gel available, and K is  a constant.

B re w e r^ w a s  able to show there was a linear relationship between 

log H and the corrected logarithm of the elution volume in  the form 

log M = -A log Ve + ® 2,4,5.

where = Vg -  Vq 2.4.6.

A and B are constants. Uoore and H en drick son^substan tiated  th is work on 

the steric  exclusion mechanism by the gel, and were able to  produce a direct 

relationship between elation volume and log M.

log M = A -  B7, 2.4.7.

A and B are conatants.

(45 ), (46)
Other workers supported the princip le o f steric  exclusion,

but it  did not create a satisfactory overall picture, so other hypotheses 

were created, Altgelt^^^^ advocated Plodin’ s theories o f the pore, in which 

he assunes a diffusion equilibrium to be In evidence. This i s  based cm 

H odin 's  findings of

Bs = 2/3 Bm 2,4.8,



where D3 and are diffusion coefficients fo r  the ststionazT' and moving 

phases respectively. This only applies to dilute solutions and is  not flow  

rate dependant, which enhances the steric  exclusion theozy.

However, there were other hypotheses on the mechanism, such as
( 49) (j.n)

separation by solvent flowing through the ge l, ’ '  '  Ackers' '

suggested restricted diffusion may be occurring, which i t  no doubt does, 

but the d ifficu lty  was that i t  i s  flow rate dependant. Tan' '' has 

indicated variation in elution volme with flow  rate, but he does accept 

that both mechanisms are operative. At f i r s t ,  Tau believed diffusion to 

be the ma^or factor, but later he noticed that the elution volume of styrene 

increased as the theoretical plate count of the system fall,^^®^* which

he explained by postulating the disruption o f the velocity p ro file . This 

favoured ateric exclusion as the predcminent factor, because when styrene 

and polystyrene were eluted through smooth glass beads they tended to elute 

nearer the void volume, hence separation is  not caused by the velocity p ro file  

in the in te rstitia l spaces,

( 52)Laurent and Klllander also gave support to steric  excltision and 

assumed that the gel network could be treated as a three dimensional network 

of randcmly distidbuted straight fib res  or "rods", and that the volume 

available fo r  a pol^nner in the gel detezmined i t s  position in the elution 

diagram, this voluiiie could be detemnned from the assoraed physical model of 

the gel structure. Their hypothesis re lies  on the fact that the liqu id  phase 

is  moving ahead of the stationary phase with the effect o f a "low molecular 

weight ta il"  appearing on the peaks. This is  what would be expected from 

equation 2.4. 8, ,  but does not take account o f any diffusion in the solution, 

so i t  is  a rather simplified description of the separation mechanism.
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Takagi''^^^ applied Laurent and KiHander*s work, along with work by 

Ogston,^^^^ to some of h is results, and by assuming fo r a flex ib le  polymer



consistin.g o f identical segments» the radius of gyration^|i3 is
i

proportional to IP , derived a relationship equating available volume 

within the gel to the molecular weight
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where is  the fraction volume o f gel available to the polymer and K i s  

a constant, Proa this and other work, Takagi concluded that the molecular 

size is  the principle parameter in separation, and so started the concept 

of "Universal Calibratiaa",

I f  a l l  molecules in  solution exhibit a randcm walk configuration, 

their dimensions are governed by the valence angles, bond lengths and' 

total chain lengths. Hence, i f  two polymers have the same backbone but 

different pendant groups, they may exhibit the same elution volume but 

different moleculer weights. Therefore, i t  i s  necessary to introduce the 

concept of a s t ra i^ t  ohedn length which i s  the equivalent straight chain 

length, in angstroms, of the backbone of the polymer. Straight chain length 

can be converted to molecular weight by use o f the appropriate "Q factor” 

which is  defined as the molecular weight per angstrom length of the badcbone 

of the extended polymer,

*Q» = _M_ 2,4. 10.

Alternatively, i t  can be described as the molecular weight of the repeating 

unit divided by it s  angstrom chain length. Typical Q factors range from 

10 to 50,

There are, however, numerous d iff ic u lt ie s  in  determining an effective  

Q factor fo r  non-linear p o l y m e r (56) ,  (57) although the value can be 

determined from a molecular model. The most probable reason fo r the 

d ifficu lty  is  that the polymer probably does not exhibit this random walk



configuration in  solution, and hence the iDolecolar size w i l l  not be
(57)

detexndned solely  by the a lr e s ^  mentioned parameters. ITaka;}ima 

suggests that in  the case oi* pol3rethjlene, a helical configuratloii is  

found which causes the *Q' factor to be rather low,

Although the *Q* factor ccnoept i s  satisfactory fo r  most polymers, 

there is  s t i l l  no one calibration i^stera fo r  a l l  types o f polymer, 

although the idea of TTniversal Calibration, using a measure of molecular 

volume is  beir® sought. As has already been shown, there is  evidence of 

a relationship between the elution volume o f lin ear polymers and their  

hydrodynamic radita which is ,  in turn, proportional to the logarithm of 

the product of the intrinsic viscosHy and molecular weight (e(pi, 2,4. 10) ,  

both of which are fundamental properties o f the polymer in a given solvent, 

ly  calibrating a system using th is, i t  has been found that the curve 

produced f it s  many other polymers, including branched polymers,

( 60)Although Dawkins and Henmings  ̂ '  now believe that i f  the o<. value in the 

Mark-Houwlhk equation (2 ,1 ,8 ) is  less than 0.67 fo r polystyrene in  the 

calibration medivim, the graph obtained is  not va lid  fo r  a l l  polymers.

l o g [ l 7 3 M  = K.Vg. 2,4.11.

where jrjJ i s  the Intidnsic v iscosily  and K i s  a constant.

( 62)  adapted thej^f^j M product and related i t  by the 

Ptitsyn-Eizner approach to the hydrodynamic radius and Avagadro's Number:

3

is  Avagadro’ s Number, Eg is  hydrodynamic radius.
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Coll reports that frcm many t r ia ls  o f the equation only one sample, 

cellulose nitxete, appears to d iffe r , but he suggests that th is was due to 

the polymer being a s t i f f  co il. However, other workers^ ( ^ )
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overcome th is d ifficol-ty .

^though the Universal Calibratioai method is  now accepted as being 

almost universal, i t  s t i l l  has restrictions, as pointed out by Dawkins and 

Ifemmings,^^®^ but t h ^  also claim that the calibration is  only applicable 

i f  polymers have the seirae polymer/solvent interactions.'' T h ^  also stress 

the need fo r good sol-rents, fo r i f  a good solrent is  used, partition and
( 94)adsorption mechanisms do not appear to influence the solute size separation,

( 95IKubin believes that the Unirersal Calibration concept to be generally  

adequate, but believes that the solrent flow rate relationship -with gel 

size to be of greater inrportance than presently considered. He also  

ccmsiders that the mobile phase contributes to the width of the 

chromatographic zone. Kubin has related the HETP (h e i^ t  equivalent 

theoretical plate) to the fundamentsil properties of the system:

M.E.TP = 3 .0  2.4. 13.
tx3 JSP

where I^ is  the coefficient o f longitudinal dispersion, Reis the diameter

of the particles, w is  the linear velocity o f the solrent flow , p  is  the

ratio of the radius o f the particles available to the polymer and the radius

of unavailable particles to the polymer, H is  O  ~ where a is  the
a

fractional free cross section o f the column, k is  the equilibrium partition  

coefficient, and G- is  a constant.

2.5. Method of Calibration.

Once a column, or set of columns, has been insta lled  in the instrument, 

i t  usually requires calibration. Samples o f monodispersed polymer are 

usually injected over a 120 second period as 0, 25^  solutions in  

tetrahydrofuran (THP), although occasionally there are exceptions to this* 

The solrent used in  th is  worfc, in the Waters 200 Instrument, is  THP, although 

the instrument can be used -with other solvents.



The count at which the in jection  is  inaKifi is  cam ted as zero, and

a l l  subsequent counts are numbered accordinglya Bach count (o r  "dump

index") is  a measure o f  the eluant volume, and in  th is  systao represents
5

5.00 cm o f solvent,

A l l  runs have been done at room temperature (24 -  2®C,) ,  and every 

attempt has been made to prevent rapid temperature variations whilst the 

machine is  operational. A l l  e lu tion  volumes are taken to  the peak maxlmam,

TBfhen a columnis p late counted, the benzene or TCB (trichlorobenzene) 

standard is  in jected for 15 seconds as a solution, unless stated 

otherwise. The flow rate is  usually 1,0 cm̂  per minute, but in  the case 

of prepared gels, i t  mey be le s s , but th is  w i l l  be stated.
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The method o f calibration as shown above can be very time cansuming, 

especially i f  a new ge l is  being prepared, so a lternative calibration 

methods have been sought. The most e f f ic ie n t  method time wise appears to 

be thin layer chromatography,'' '' and th is  has b^en used y ie ld in g  in teresting 

resu lts. I t  is  also ocoasionally better to  calibrate a colvam set w ith 

one set o f standards and solvent, but then change the solvent and pol3naer^

The best way to do th is  i s  to use the hydrodynamic calibration curve 

(universal calibration) and adjust i t  accordingly fron the resu lts o f 

viscemetry on the two systems. The curve can also be calculated fron the

( 61)
Mark Houwink equation parameters.

(67 ),(68 )

While calibrating a column series, i t  is  most important that dilute 

solutions ( 0, 25^) are used, otherwise an overload e ffe c t  can arise, 

which leads to a delay in  the peak maximum appearing due to  excessive 

elution time. This w i l l  not only cause fa lse  elution characterlstica, but 

also lead to erroneous distribution values o f dispersed polymers, T f small
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, (7 1 )molecules are being used, i t  has been suggested'' ‘ ̂  that the molar 

volume (Vjj,) should be used in the equation, where A and B are constants,

Ve = A “ B log M 2,5.1. 

instead o f molecular weight M, Hence, 2,5,1, would bectme

Ve = A -  B log  V,m 2,5.2,

Occasionally, polymers contain groups which interact with the solvent, 

such as phenolic resins in  THP, and the increase in apparent molecular size 

due to the solvent has to be taken into account.

Janus^^^^ recommends that to improve resolution, reduce the length of 

connecting piping, as there is  evidence of diffusion taking place in i t .



CHAPTER 3.

INITIAL IMTESTiajiTIONS W  fl-EL FEBMEATION CHBOMATOG-RAPHT.

5.1. Packing Teohalaues and Columa Installation.

The gel used fo r  studying packing methods was a styragel produced in  

bulk by I .C . I , ,  b ^ ed  on a gel by Tweedale^  ̂ (l?ype P ,8)» the permeability 

of i t  being 5 x ioA* iUigstroms. The bulk gel has a partic le  size o f not more 

than 90 microns, but i t  also has a number o f "fines" present which have to 

be removed fo r  satisfactory packing and good flow rates to be obtained. The 

"fin e^are  small spheres o f gel less than about 10 micrma in diameter.

The removal o f "fines" i s  achieved by creating a  suspension o f the gel 

in about 1,500 o f acetone, then allowing the larger particles to sediment 

out. A fter about ten minutes the acetone is  decanted o ff  with the "fines" 

in suspension by means of a PTFE tube. This suspension Is  then filte red  

under reduced pressure and the acetone re-used to suspend the gel again.

The remaining "fines" are then put to one side. This process is  repeated 

at least four times, o r until the suspension is  translucent a fter five  

minutes standing. The remaining gel i s  dried at 70°C, in an oven,

m  order to obtain good packing properties, the gel spheres should a l l  

be of the same size , so the gel is  dry sieved using fine  wire mesh sieves of
( 25}  { 35)

120, 90, 63, 35 micron hole sizes. Wet sieving * i s  not satisfaotoiy

as the gel adheres to the bottom of the sieve. I f  there is  not enough gel 

in one size range (say 65 to 90 microns), then the volume Is  made up with 

gel from an adjacent size range, but th is  only happened when new gels were 

being prepared^
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Once dried and sized, the gel is  mixed with a mixture o f acetone and 

perch!oroethylene (9!? by volume), which acts as a balanced mix. To ensure 

the mixture is  of the same density as the gel, the suspension is  centrifuged



fo r 60 seconds, and i f  the gel i s  precipitated, more perohloroethylene is  

added, and i f  the gel idses to the surface, more acetone is  added, Dawkins 

and Hemnings^^^^ have suggested using 2-ohloroethanol with acetone as the 

balanced mix as th is  gives higher packing efficiency and hence h i^ e r  plate  

count, but when th is was tried i t  was found that the balanced mix was rather 

viscous in  nature and d if f ic u lt  to handle; I t  i s  also toxic, so a great 

deal o f care must be taken wh^ using i t .
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Once the s lu n y  Is  balanced i t  is  refluxed fo r  about h a lf an .hour to 

"degass" i t ,  the mixture o f the slurry  being one volume of gel to two o f 

balanced mix. The purpose of degassing is  to remove as much dissolved a ir  

fran the suspension as possible, as this can be released wlien the gel is  

packed under pressure. The hot slurry i s  then allowed to cool slowly, and 

is  then stoppered to ensure no evaporation takes place. Once cooled, i t  is  

introduced to the packing machine.

The packing machine i s  fed with THF from a solvent store, as shown in  

figure 4. The THP has been degassed and stored in a 5 l i t r e  flask  with 

20 cni5 o f 10JS Stavox inhibitor (2 :6  -  d itertbuty l-p -creso l) added before 

the d is t ille d  THP, This was found to  reduce the rate o f peroxide build  up 

in the solvent much better than by adding the Inh ibitor a fter the d is t ille d  

THF i s  in  the vessel.

The slurry is  introduced into the packer at point A, where the column 

is f i l le d  up with more degassed balanced mix. Coupling A is  then tightened 

and the pump switched on. The rate o f THP introduction is  governed by the

stroke o f the pump, and adjusted accordingly to maintain the required pressure
*

shown on the pressure gauge at the head o f the column. Once about WX) oa 

of THP has passed through the system, the teflon tube i s  attached to a 

10 cm5 syringe which is  allowed to p a rt ia lly  f i l l .  The pump is  then turned



o ff  and allowed to  return to  zero pressure, at irhich point coupling E is  

undone and the packed coltstn released. Seme gel is  then removed from the 

large ? bend and put into an ea^ty end f it t in g  (see Figure 9 ).  This is  

then screwed into place sim ilar to the other end f it t in g  at point C. The 

syringe i s  now pressed until solvent appears out o f the fresh ly  attached 

end f it t in g , at which point some solvent f i l le d ' bellows are attached. The 

teflon tube is  now detached from end f it t in g  C and the bellows pressed until 

solvent appears. A blanking o f f  nut i s  inserted into the end f it t in g  and 

tightened. The column is  now in a suitable condi'tion to be transported or 

sto3Ted.

When putting a new column into the chromatograph, i t  is  Important that 

no a ir  is  allowed to enter the in le t side of the column as tills can disturb 

the packing arrangement of the ge l. To ensure th is the following procedure 

should be followed:

(1 ) Attach the column securely in the chromatograph,

( 2) Adjust the solvent flow  rate to  about 0.3 ern̂  per minute.

( 3) Remove the blanking nut from the column end f it t in g .

( 4 ) Squeeze the bellows until solvent appears at the other end fit t in g .

( 5 ) Connect the solvent in let pipe to the opened end fit t in g .

(6 ) Remove bellows and wait until solvent appears at th is outlet,

( 7) Attach the oduam outlet to the in le t  pipe to the refractometer.

I f  a column is  to be removed and stored, the reverse procedure is

followed.
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When more than one column is  being used, i t  has been the practise to 

put the highest pore sized column in  f i r s t  and then construct the set in

X74)but i t  has been suggested that better separation is

(75)

decreasing pore size
( 75)obtained i f  the columns are put in  randomly, the proposed theory being 

that the sample ’’plug" is  e ffective ly  segregated from the start.



TTsing conventional straight colomn sets in  order to obtain a large  

gel bed* and hence good separation* a number o f columns are needed which 

are Joined together by fine tubing. This tubing causes a decrease in column

( 72)separation efficiency,^ so it  has been suggested that a coiled column can

( 75)be used which is  at least as e ffic ien t and more eonipact. These columns 

should have a diameter of greater than 30 cm (l2  inches) to prevent a 

reduction in  resolution due to the "race-track" e ffec t. This e ffect is  when 

the sample "plug" travels around the curve, and the portion on the inside of 

the curve has less distance to travel than that on the outside, causing the
(76)plug to become skew. I t  has also been suggested^ '' that this e ffect can 

be reduced by use of fine bore tubing (0,475 cm i . d , ) or by fin er gel particles.
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_̂ ,2. Further Packing Technioues.

ProbabUy the most fundamental part o f improving column efficiency fo r  

separation using a particular ge l, is  the way in which the gel is  packed. 

Tweedale^^^^ reported that the theoretical plate count of a column decreased 

as the packing pressure increased, but this was only between 0 and 350 p .s .i .  

( 24.4 kg/cni^), Ouano and B a r k e r ^ r e p o r t  a system sim ilar to that 

described in 3 ,1 ., but using a nitrogen propelling system that produces a 

plate count fo r  ethylbenzene o f over 1,000 theoretical plates per foot 

{ 3,100 plates per metre). A w ell packed column should have an in te rstit ia l
{77) (78), (79)

volume of 0,364 the total volume, * * and a deviation fron this

w il l  lead to an ineffic ient column. This volume is  based on random packing 

and not on dose packing, which w i l l  give a lower in te rs t it ia l volume. The 

ideal situation is  d ifficu lt  to obtain, but it  can be approached by using 

loioroparticle gels. Any disruption, or poorly packed ge l, w i l l  cause a non- 

uniform velociiy p ro file  of the solvent and this w i l l  cause non-laminar flow, 

which in turn w i l l  cause peak spreading and ta ilin g , and a decrease in the 

resolution o f the column.



There are numerous ways of packing a column, but the two methods
/ Oj \

studied were that of constant packing pressure'' * and o f constant flow  

rate. The conditions of packing were as identical as possible, that is  

the same g e l, same end fittin gs  and same column were used, in order that 

any differences in the pressure drops or bed volimies would be eliminated.

The gel is  Styragel of pore size 3 x IcA A ,, and the column is  a four foot 

( 1*29 ni) seamless stainless steel tube. The end f it t in g  sinters are grade D, 

(maximum porosity 25 microns) as provided by Sintered Products, The 

balanced mix is  acetone and perchloroethylene (9 :7  by volume), and the 

solvent is  degassed THF with inh ibitor added.
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To measure the efficiency of the packing, a note was made o f the 

packing pressure at it s  maximum, the flow rate of the THP at i t s  maximum, 

the pump stroke, the pressure drop across the coliann at a flow rate o f 

1,0 em̂  per minute, the theoretical p late count of the column using both 

benzene and TCB (trichlorobenzene) and the ratio  of these two. The packing 

process was assumed to be complete a fte r 400 om̂  o f eluant had passed through

( 35)the column, as recomnended by Tweedale. To ensure that the column had

packed sa tis fac to rily , i t  was assumed that the resolution o f benzene and 

TCB would be very sim ilar, and hence th e ir plate counts would be sim ilar; 

i f  they were not, they were disregarded as th is  indicated a deterioration in 

the column.

In Graph 1 the results of packing at constant pressure are shown.

These results were obtained by allowing the pressure to reach a preset 

value as quickly as possible and then adjust the flow  rate of the solvent 

to maintain the pressure, this stable flow rate being the one assumed to be 

related to  the packing pressure, mien the plate counts o f the columns were 

calculated fo r  benzene and TCB, i t  was found that occasionally the values



were widely d iffe ren t, indicating a change in the resolving power of the 

colnmn. A rbitaiy  values o f th is plate count ratio  were taken and any 

values above 1,0 : 1,50 were disregarded, as th is  indicated a major 

discrepancy in the resolution, as since the molecules are very sim ilar 

in structure and size, a sim ilar plate count would be e3cpeoted fo r  boidi,

A lower ratio  value o f  1,0 : 1,10 was also a rb ita r ily  chosen, and the 

results fo r  the e^eriments wl^re the ra tio  was between 1,0 : 1,50 and 

1,0 : 1,10 are shown by a spot within a c irc le . "Where the ratio  was 

between 1,0 : 1,0 and 1,0 : 1,10, the results are shown by a cross within 

a c irc le .

As can be seen fron the graph, the lower ra tio  points tend to be of 

higher plate count, and hence higher resolving ai^ packing efficiency, 

fhe p lot also indicates a rapid increase in packing efficiency until a 

pressure o f 400 p .s . i .  (37«8 kg/cm^), then decreases s ligh tly  but starts  

to increase again at about 700 p .s . i ,  ( 48.6 kg/cm^). The h i^ e r  ratio  

points show a rapid increase in packing efficiency until a pressure o f about
I

220 p .s . i ,  (15»3 kg/cm^) i s  reached, and a fte r  th is  point, a less rapid  

improvement.

The scatter in  &raph 1 indicates that th is method of packing a column 

is  not very reproducable, but th is  could be due to  many factors, such as 

the fie rce  poising of the pump as i t  discharges it s  load, inefficiency due 

to the end fit t in g s , disintegration o f the gel due to repetitive packing 

or re-aligument o f the packed gel (especia lly  at low packing pressures).
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I t  was found, however, that fo r most coltaan a linear fLindamental 

relationship exists between the flow rate o f the solvent and the pressure 

obtained across the column idiile being packed. The relationship is  

maintained only i f  the porous sinters are not blocked and the gel has not



disintegrated, as these factors w i l l  increase the pressure drop across 

the column. When this occurred the sinters and the ge l were replaced by 

identical substitutes. This relationship, however, i s  characteristic o f 

the packing system which is  inclusive o f the pomp, column, gel and end 

fit t in g s , as w e ll as the balanced mix. For instance, the relaticaaship fo r  

pressure and flow rate fo r  a balanced mix of perchloroethylene and acetone 

w ill  not be the same as for 2 chloroethanol and acetone, (a  mixture 

suggested by Dawkins and Hemndngs^^^^), Occasionally, however, packing 

pressures did not ccmply with their expected value fo r  the flow  rate being 

used in that experimeiit, so when this did occur, it  was decided to disregard 

the experimental packing pressure and use the pressure expected frcm the 

fundamental relationship fo r  that flow rate. As can be seen frcm Table 1, 

the numiber o f results greater than the expected packing pressure is  about 

the same as the number less than the expected packing pressure fo r  the flow  

rate being used in the experiment. When the padcing pressure is  greater 

than expected, it  can be explained by blocked sinters and disintegrated 

gel, as discussed e a r lie r , but i t  is  much more d iff ic u lt  to explain the 

higher than expected flow rate, as this indicates an easier than expected 

solvent flow. Of the sresults in th is  group, most are of le ss  than 5^ 

discrepancy, but there are three o f much higher discrepancy, up to 

Such results are d if f ic u lt  to explain, as there i s  no apparent reason fo r  i t .

As can be seen from Table 1, most of the differences between theoretical 

and practical pressures are re la tive ly  small, but a few are in excess of 

10^ difference. I f  the theoretical plate counts are replotted against the 

theoretical pressure, the shape o f the curve is  altered. Graph 2 shows a l l  

the points on Graph 1, but plotted against theoretical pressure.
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Graph 2 compliraents the ea rlie r  findings of Tweedale^^^^ in that at 

low pressures (below ijOO p . s . i . )  and necessarily low flow rate, the packing



efficiency of the column decreases m th Increased packing pressure, up to 

a pressure o f about MX) p ,s , i .  (37.8 kg/cm^)^ Tweedale^^^^ has reported 

that such columns are unstable and lia b le  to deteriorate rapidly once used 

in the ohrcsaatogram, At"above tfOO p ,s , i ,  (37.8 hair&vers the

results start to shov a reverse trend, and as the pressure increases so the 

packing effic iency increases, This indicates that the partic les are 

physically forced together into a t i ^ t l y  packed matrix, as would be expected. 

Since the pressure drep across the column in the chromatogram can be 

100 p ,s , i ,  (6,95 kg/om^3. I t  is  reasonable to disregard the very low pressure 

results as being too variable fo r  the system, as the packing pressure required 

fo r the solvent flow  rate w i l l  be greater than the original packing pressure, 

and a fbrther, or "secondaxy" packing process could take place in the 

ohranatogram.

Three columns were packed at zero pressure, and th is was accomplished 

by pouring the degassed gel slurry into a veirfcical column which had an end 

fitt in g  on the lower end, and allowing the solvent to permeate out o f the 

bottom, leaving the gel bed in the column. There are reports of packing 

by vibrating the column and the ge l slurry fo r  several hours and s t i l l  

obtaining e ffic ien t c o l u m n s , t h e s e  are not with r ig id  gels.

The second packing method is  to  pack at a pre-determined flow rate and 

le t  the pressure bu ild  up accordingly. This method gives more reproducible 

resu lts, as can be seen frcm G-r^h 3. However, there is  s t i l l  a low 

efficiency point at about 450 p .s . i ,  (31.3 kg/cai^)^ which is  equivalent to 

a flow rate o f 10,5 <an̂  per minute. Again, this confirms Tweedale's^^^^ 

restG.ts fo r  low pressure packing.
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Although the two packing systems are d ifferen t, the factor which 

relates thmn as being sim ilar in  the end result is  that o f the rate o f flow



of the solvent. I t  appears, however, that i f  a column is  padced by using 

a pre-set pressure and adjusting the flow  rate acco riin ^y , the packed 

column is  o f  le s s  predictable e ffic iency, but could be of greater efficiency  

than the one packed by continuous pre-set flow rate. The highest plate  

count obtained was 2,200 p lates per foot ( 6,800 per metre) and was packed 

by using a ocnstant pressure. Below i s  a tab le  of the packing techniques 

and e ffic ienc ies  fo r  ccorparative purposes.
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Plate Count 
per foot 

(p e r metre)

Constant Pressure 
over 600 p .s . i ,  (41,8 kg/cm^) 

(29 T r ia ls )

Constant 
TLmr Rate 

(35 T ria ls )

500
( 1650)

20^ 29̂

500 -  750 
(1650 -  2310) 15^ 27?S

750 -  1250 
(2310 -  3880) 40^ 4495

1250
( 3880) 259S -

TABLE 2,

One possible ezi0.anatlQn fo r  these resu lts i s  that the gel spheres, 

when packed at low pressures and flow rates, are able to orientate themselves 

suffic iently  to obtain re la tive ly  good packing, but due to the low pressure, 

they are only loosely  packed, hence when the pressure i s  increased slightly .

they disorientate themselves and form loosely, or badly, packed areas, such

as along the sides o f ttre column where a channelling e ffect can take place. 

However, at higher pressures or flow  rates, the spheres are physically thrown 

at each other with such force that t h ^  are forced into packing sites and

(77)



become physically trapped ia  theae aites by the suxreutidliig spheres. The 

spheres tend to swell s ligh t ly  THF, and hence become less  r ig id , and 

are able to d isto rt sa fflc ien tly  to give a tight network of packed spaces, 

but at lower pressures the swelling e ffec t i s  su ffic ient to move the spheres 

apart, thus giving a less  e ffic ien t packing. In the case o f high pressure 

systems, the spheres which are against the w all of the column swell and 

distort in such a manner that t h ^  are able to mould themselves around the 

topology o f the w a ll, so reducing the channelling e ffec t. This type of 

property i s  what makes a xerogel such a good g ^ ,  but at the same time 

reduces it s  potential use because of i t s  high swelling ra tio , when i t  can 

be over f i f t y  times i t s  o rig inal volume once swollen, i t  w i l l  cause greater 

resistance to flow, and even non-laminar flow , which can lead to  h i ^  

pressure drops and poor resolution, decreasing the e ffic iency o f the column.

The E ffect of Concentration on Slution Voluage.

■ffhen a polymer is  eluted on a gel permeation chromatograph, the 

viscosity o f the solution i s  a very important factor in it s  elution 

characteristics, because at high concentrations the solution beccmes viscous, 

and "viscous fingering" occurs. This i s  when the trace o f the polymer shows 

an excessive low molectCLar weight t a i l .  A sim ilar effect is  exhibited when 

the column is  o v e r lo a d e d ^ a  polymer, although i t  is  possible to get 

"secondary exclusion" and hence better separation i f  the eolumn is  overloade^?^^ 

Secondary exclusion enhances separation because when i t  occurs, pores are 

blocked by small molecules and there is  a decreased probability of the 

larger molecules finding pores of sufficient size to allow than to enter. 

Occasionally, i t  i s  the practise to calibrate a chronatograph by in;)ecting 

different concentrations of the same standard and extrapolating the
( 5 )resultant elution volume to aero ccnoentration.
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A study was carried out on the e ffec t of concentration on different 

monodispersed polystyrene standards, as supplied by ^Pressure Chemicals Inc.,



Pittsburgh, P a ,, U,.S.A, The 0,5^ 0„25?5 solutions -were injected fo r

60 seconds, and the lower concentrations fo r 120 seconds. The results are 

shown in Table 3 below.
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Polystyrene Sample 
and Concentration

{%)
K

Dispersion
D

Theoretical 
Plate Count 
per foot

Elution 
Volume Ve 

( counts)

0.5 2,530 2,057 1.23 75 31.40

900 0.25 2,008 1,718 1.17 62 31.48

0.125 2,390 2,017 1.18 75 51 .A8

0.0625 2,470 2,070 1.19 74 31.50

0.5 11,306 6,546 1.73 86 28.40

0.25 10,496 9,222 1.14 96 28.40

10,300 0.125 11,145 10,045 1.10 86 28,40

0,0625 11,669 10,414 1.10 98 28.40

0.2^ 10,595 9,328 1.13 77 28.35

0.5 200,424 81,052 2,47 108 22.90

110,000 0.25 105,144 85,532 1.23 108 22.90

0.125 108,049 94,726 1.14 108 22,87

0.0625 107.398 93,940 1.14 99 22.83

O.OifS 110,089 93,943 1.17 113 22.71

TABLE 5.

A ccoiparison of wisoonetric properties was made by calculating the 

viscosity o f 0,25^ solution of polystyrene 900 (P/S 900), and then, by 

using the relationship below, determined the concentration required fo r  the



other two standards to  giire the same viscosi-ty, hence the f i fth  result 

forP/S  10,300 and P/S 110,000.
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0"
C <L-

but

hence

[r j ] = kM **

kM-* . r f c . ' i V

3.3.1,

2.1.8 ,
3.3.2.

c_^o

where is  the re lative  viscosity and C is  concentration. I t  can be 

seen that the caa cent ra t i on has l i t t l e  e ffect on either the theoretical 

plate count or the elution volume, but i t  does a ffec t the dispersion of 

the polymer quite markedly. I t  should be noted that although P/S 900 i s  

used as a standard, the -weight average and number average molecular weights 

both give values o f over 2,000 dal tons. This is  due to the fact that low 

molecular weight polystyrenes elute prematurely i f  the chain length is  used 

as a parameter fo r  calibration. Calibration of a column set at this low

Chain length regicn is carried out -with linear hydrocarbons(116) and the

lower polystyrene resu lts are disregarded. The reason for this deviation

( 35)has been explained by Tweedale to be due to the pendant phenyl groups

on the polystyrene backbone; since these chains are not -very long, the 

phenyl groups -will have a marked e ffec t on the shape and volume of the 

molecule. This e ffect f i r s t  manifests i t s e l f  as the molecular -wei^t of 

polystyrene approaches 3*000, -which is  equivalent to about 30 repeat units, 

so i t  i s  possible that the reason fco- the deviation i s  purely sta tistica l, 

in that the polymer linkage is  not o f su ffic ient length to allow the 

sta tist ica l trea-tments required in solution theories.

A similar effect is  noticed i f  the theoretical plate count is  plotted 

against the logarithm of the chain length; below about 75 angstrcms, the 

plate counts increase at a rapid rate, (See Figure 6 ),



Seme Studies into the Properties o f THP.

Since THF (tetrahydrofuran) is  the only solvent used, in this work, 

it  is  important that sane of i t s  properties are kncfvm and understood,

THF is  an excellent solvent for numerous polymers and oligomers, and it  

should be stored in  dean , opaque glassware, or a dean solvent tin ; i t  

should not be le f t  in polythene bottles as it  tends to dissolve out what 

appears to be a low molecular weight p la stic ise r, which gives a substantial 

peak during G.P.C, analysis,.

I t  was also noticed that the samples, i f  le f t  fo r  any length of time, 

started to obtain a "peroxide” peak at the low molecular weight end of the 

chromatogram, even though the solvent had inhibitor present, so solutions 

should be made up when they are needed. This peak is  probably due to the 

build-up o f peroxides created by the action of l i ^ t  on the THF, causing 

ring cleavage and subsequent reactions.
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I f  THF is  le f t  in  the presence of brass or copper, especially in the 

packing machine or on the column end fitt in gs* i t  turns greenish blue after  

a few days. The pH o f the THP also changes from 6,2 to about if,5* indicating 

a build-up in  proton concentration. I f  a TJ,V, spectrum i s  run of this THP it  

shows a peak at 305 nm, however, i f  some THF i s  le f t  with copper wire, a fter i t  

has turned blue, a peak at 30t nm can be seen, indicating a different canpound 

being resp>onslble. I f  seme sodium dried THF is  le f t  with either brass or 

copper w ire, a very slow reaction takes place, but a fte r five  weeks, it  too is  

blue. In th is case, the resultant U.V, spectra both showed two peaks, one at 

265 nm and one at 292 nm. The peak at 265 nm was re la tive ly  much more 

intense in the case of the copper wire than with the brass. I t  has been 

proposed that th is  blue colour is  diw to a build-up of peroxides, as i t  

does give a positive resu lt i f  the peroxide test is  carried out with i t
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using sodium iodide to detect the peroxide. I t  i s ,  however, possible that 

the colouration i s  due to a chelating effect by the THP with the metals, 

and i f  th is is  so, i t  could prove very useful in the detection of these 

metals by G.P.G,



CHAPTER 4.

A HEff METHOD POR CHAEACTERISIKr& GELS BT THIN LAYER CHROMATOGRAHg. 

iLL- Introdu cti on.

In 02?der to characterise new gels, a lengthy process of sizing has 

to be carried out, as already shown. However, i f  a new method can be 

employed, the characterisation process could be reduced from days to an 

hour or le ss  fo r any ge l.

One such method is  thin layer chrcmatograply (TLC), where the gel is  

put onto a ^ a s s  plate and various standards run on the plate. The method 

has been used on various gels, such as s i l ic a  gel,^®^^ dertrans,^®^^ and 

polyacrylcraorpholines^^^^ with varying degrees of success. When a gel is  

used as a separating mediian fo r  TLC, i t  i s  usual for the medium to act as 

it  would in a column; that i s ,  the higher molecular weight species have the 

higher retention factor (Rj.) , and benoe travel further along the plate 

towards the solvent front, Otaeka^®^^ has suggested that the plates should 

be run while in a horizontal position as th is , apparently, reduces the 

streaking associated with thin layer chranatography, but this is  often 

d ifficu lt  to arrange unless specific apparatus is  bu ilt . He also consnents 

on the lack of good resolution, but points out i t  can s t i l l  be used fo r  

molecular w e i^ t  distribution measurements, but believes the results to be 

about 2% fa lse r than those obtained by conventional ge l permeation 

chrcmatography. Since th is  method is  a combination o f two chrcanatographic 

techniques, i t  has been called ’•than layer gel permeation chrcmatograpiy",
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ks^* T ritiation  of FoXvmer Standards.

Since the ge l being characterised i s  hydrophobic, the previously 

reconmended characterisation techniques are not v iab le , so a new method 

using monodispersed polystyrene has to be instigated. Due to the low 

concentrations o f samples being spotted onto the p late, and the nature of



the plate, i t  was believed that the most convenient detection method would 

be by radioactive tracer techniques using a spark ionisation chamber.

In order to use the polyslyjrenes usually used fo r  calibration, they 

had to be activated without cleaving any bonds in the polymer backbone, and 

hence a ltering the molecular weight and dispersion. This restriction  

eliminated the use of high energy radiation to irradiate the polymer. I t  

was decided that the best s ite  o f la b e llin g  would be the aromatic protons 

on the pheiyl group, as th is  would not affect the polymer backbone.

T^ng et a l , '   ̂ suggest using homogenous metal catalysts, such

as aliim-iwium chloride and organometalics fo r  rapid hydrogen isotope exchange 

in aromatic ooorpounda. Their results indicated a 100^ y ie ld  of substituted 

simple aromatics after- one week of reaction with a l l  catalysts used, but the 

rate of reaction was dependant on the catalyst. The exchange is  random with 

respect to aromatic protons, and i s  believed to follow  a TT complex mechanism. 

It  is not subject to steric  effects as observed in homogenous platinum 

catalysis. When substitution with ethyl aluminium dichloride was performed, 

T/̂ ng( Q?) noticed that there was a high percentage y ie ld  o f the active 

substrate a fter two minutes o f reaction at room tewperature using 50 niCi 

of tr lt ia ted  water (HPO).
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4.5. A modified method fo r  Taolvmer tr it ia t ion .
{87}

A modified method, sim ilar to that o f Long' was used to label 

polystyrene. In it ia l work was perfoimed with a polystyrene of molecular 

weight 195,000 (P/S.195,000)} th is, and a l l  monodispersed polyslyrene standard 

preparations were conducted as follcsws:

25 mg, o f polystyrene are dissolved in  sufficient (0,25 cyclohexane,

(this has not been dried as water acts as a catalyst to the reaction) at 45°^, 

0,001 ©ns, (0.001 cm )̂ o f diethyl aluminium chloride and 0,025 cm̂  of TgO



(5mCi/pa) are added to the solution and le f t  fo r  h a lf an hour. After this  

time the reaction is  flooded -with n-butanol to destroy the diethylaluminium 

chloride. The Krhole reaction i s  done in a ^ove box under nitrogen which 

has been passed through conoentrated sulphuric acid. The cyclohexane was 

then allowed to cool down, whereupon t i »  polymer precipitated out of solution. 

This was then collected, washed in cold cyclohexane, dried and analysed fo r  

actlTity, For 100^ substitution an activity  of 0,125 mCi for the sample 

would be expected, but when analysed by sc in tilla tion  counting, i t  was found 

that the activity was only 4Cy^Ci/gm, indicating an efficiency o f less than 

1^, I f  the catalyst is  increased to 0,005 Sns,, the y ie ld  of tritiated  

polymer i s  increased to s ligh tly  over IJSS,

To ensure no degradation had taken place, the chromatogram of the 

labelled and unlabelled polymer (P/S 195,000) were ccmpared. No change was 

noticed, even three months a fte r the labe llin g  reaction.

Preparation of TLC plates and of solutions.

Various gels were used to see i f  th is method is  feasib le ; the gels were 

mostly ones prepared by Tweed^e'*'^^'^ and were of known permeability. The 

gel was mixed with 12^ of gypsu® to act as a binder. The mixture was 

then mixed into a s lu n y  with methanol.

The plates are washed in  soapy water and then in acetone and carefully 

dried, ensuring no grease marks are le f t  on the surface. They are then put 

into a preparation rack and the gel s lu n y  poured into a reservoir, which is  

carefully but firmly run across the plates. The resulting plates are le ft  

to dry slowly in the laboratory.
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The tritiated  samples ar*e dissolved in  a suitable solvent, in it ia lly  

THF, to a concent ration of O.IOjS, A micropipette is  then prepared ly  drawing



a melting point tube to a fine point, and th is is  used to introduce the 

poljmer solutions to the plate.

Characterisation of the 'olstea.

Once the plates have been prepared, they are spotted -with the solution 

of polymer, the maxiinum volume of the spot being about 0,01 cm3. The plate 

is  then placed -vertically in a shallow bath of the solvent and kept in a 

draught free environment, so that the a-tmosphere arcund the plate is  solvent 

saturated. The solvent then mo-ves up the plate carrying the various spot 

samples -with i t .  When the solvent has nearly reached the top, tlie plate 

is removed and dried. The plate is  then examined in a spazic ionisation  

chamber where a Polaroid film  is  exposed fo r  h a lf an hour over the plate.

In o i ^ r  to orientate the photograph, distinct radioactive spots are put at 

the top of the plate and at the base lin e .

I t  was noticed that when THP was used as a solvent, the solvent front 

became very indistinct due to the poor sol-vent-vapour equilibrium at the top 

of the vessel. To overcctae th is, the solvent was changed to toluene, as this 

is less vo latile  and gives a n»re distinct solvent front.

The detection o f the spots was very d if f ic u lt , even with the spark 

ionisation detector, as they tended to smear, so i t  was decided to increase 

the poljniier concentration to 0.3^ in toluene. However, this did not give 

much better resu lts, but i t  was noticed that polystyrene could be seen under 

a U.T. ligh t (275 um) as a ligh t pink area on a darker pink background. To 

see th is, however, the spot has to be rich  in the polymer.
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A study was also made of the effect o f the dryness of the plate when i t  

was used. I t  was found that the retention factor (R f) did not a lter  

slgpzlficantly fo r a -wet or dry plate -with a wet spot, but fo r a wet plate with
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Gel. P.3. P .V 7 . P.8. P.11, ITnlmown, 2 X 10̂ P/a 3536 614 
40:50: II

Characterising 
Polyner (M^)

2 X 10̂ 0.01 0,005 0.01 0,07 0.14 0.07 0.057

6.7 X 1q5 - 0,08 - 0 , 1 6 0.24 0.14

2 X 10̂ 0.08 0.19 0,114 0.19 0.225 0.51 0.46

9,72 X 1(A 0,03 0.67* - 0.50 0.25 0,73 0.57

5.1 X 10̂ 0.58* _ 0.41 - 0.71 0.75 -

1,98 X 10̂ 0.59* 0.29 0.58 0.66 0.78 0,87 -

10̂ 0,40 - 0.85 0.73 0.76 0.84 0.86

4 X 10̂ 0 .5 0 0.52 0.87 0.88 0,84 0.85 0.89

2.1 I 10̂ 0 .6 0 0.77 0.90 0,93 0.85 0.97 0.88

fABLE it-.

Up values of calibrants on various ge ls.

X erz*oneou.s spesul'ts j possibly due "to excessive snieai'ing*



a wet spot, the fif appears to be le ss  than fo r  a diy p late with a wet spot. 

However, in a l l  the work described, the system was fo r a diy plate with a 

wet spot.
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4,6, Interpretation of Results,

In order to calibrate the plates, the retention factor (R f) has to be 

calculated. This i s  a ratio  o f the distance the solvent travels (S o lven t) 

to the distance the sample travels (dsample)*

Bf =
Solvent

This value obviously cannot exceed unity.

4 ,6 .1 .

The distance the spot had travelled  was taken to  be the distance from 

the base line  to  the centre o f the head o f the smeared spot (see Figure 7 ), 

and the distance the solvent had travelled was frcia the base Hire to the 

solvent front.

A calibration curve was constructed fo r  each gel used, p lotting the %  

against the log  of the chain length. Tables 4 and 5 and Figure 8 show the 

results.

Gel
Maximum Permeabiliiy 

by GPC (A )
Maximum Permeabilily ^ 

by TLC ( a )

P-3

P .V 7 2 X 10^ 5 X 10^

P.8 3 X 1(A ® 7 X 10-̂
P.11 5 X 10^ 10^

Unknown 10® High

2 X 10^ 2 X 10̂  ® iq5

p/A 3536 614 40:50 I I 10^ h 4.-X 10^

a as determined by Tweedale^^^^ ^ as deterrained by author

TASnS 5.



I t  can be seen in  Figure 8 that the separation appears to follow  

cooventlonal thin layer chromatography, and not thin layer gel permeation 

chromatography as was expected. This is  probably due, however, to the 

relatively high concentrations of standards needed to detect the sjjot, «id  

true ge l permeation could not take place due to loca lised  sample overloading.

As shown in  Table 5» the resu lts compare favourably with each other, 

and with hnproveraents to the technique, i t  may be possible to improve on 

them and use the system as an alternative to conventional gel permeation 

chromatography. I t  has been shown, however, with P,3» that gels which 

csainot be characterised by G.P.C. because of packing d if f ic u lt ie s , can be 

by this method,

4.7. Discussion.

The low percentage y ie ld  of the tr it ia t lo n  reaction (4 .3 ) is  disappointing 
/ 3*7)

as Long et a l '  have used etlylaluminiuni dichloride as a catalyst and 

obtained favourable resu lts , but in th is study, diethylaluminium chloride 

which should be a stronger Lewis acid, and hence better catalyst, was used. 

However, Breslow and Newburg'  ̂ believe there is  no appreciable difference 

in the catalytic properties of the two. The reaction is  not, apparently, 

stericaHy affected so another factor, hitherto unconsidered, must be 

responsible for the lew y ie ld . Nevertheless, it  has now been established 

that tr it ia t lon  by th is method can be performed.
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The chromatographs produced by the thin layer chrematography experiments 

did not give the expected results, but th is  is  probably due to the relatively  

high concentration of polymer used in calibration, and effective ly  overloading 

the system in the specifio region o f the polymer. I t  i s  also possible that 

although the polymer spot was wet when elution started, the rate of dilution  

of the spot w i l l  be le ss  fo r  larger molecules than fo r  smaller ones, due to
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the increased v iscosity  o f  the soluticras, hence the larger molecules w ill 

not be as mobile as the smaller ones. Since viscosity is  related to 

concentration, the results can be compared with those o f Belenkii,^^^^* who 

has shown that as the concentration increases, the rate o f movement, and 

hence the Rf value decreases. Therefore, i t  i s  possible that the concentration 

effect could have caused the inversion o f expected results.

Halaap^^^ has obtained sim ilar experimental discrepancies using s ilic a

gel and aluminium oxide as separating media, but only found the discrepancies

when mixed solvents were used. He explains the results in terms of adsorption, 

( 91)Otacka et ax'- propose two mechanisms fo r  phase separation and thih layer 

gel permeation chromatography. One is  precipitation, where he suggests there 

is an increase in concentration o f the sample as i t  moves up the plate, until 

the situation arises vftiex« the polymer cannot act as the solute and 

precipitates out; in  other words, the solvent power decreases as elution takes 

place. The second is  adsorption, where he suggests an equilibrium between 

adsorption and desorption. The preferred mechanism is  that o f precipitation, 

as macroporous adsorbants can exhibit a definite size fractionation when 

solvent effects have been avoided.

The unexpected results can be explained as probably being due to a 

combination o f v iscosity , overloading and so lub ility  e ffects, a l l  of which 

have affected the chromatograph, with the net result o f giving the results 

above. There is ,  however, no reason why thin layer gel pexmeation 

cbromatography cannot be resolved into a very rapid and e s ^  teclmique, 

especially i f  the samples can be isolated whilst on the plate. I f  the 

streaking can be reduced, much better resolution w i l l  be possible, and 

better calibrations and dispersion resu lts w i l l  be available. One way would 

be to use labe lled  polystyrene standards, as the detection lim it is  ojjc
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hundred times less  than that fo r tr it iu n  by sparh ionisatitai detectors 

(ijjidts being 0,05 ^ C x  and 5*00 D^Ci respectively). Conversely, i f  a 

gel can be developed which is  affected photometrically by the presence of 

a polymer, i t  could be used fo r  polymer characterisation. The use of <^ed 

polymers would be able to do th is , but the addition of a dyeing molecule 

w ill affect the chain length of the polymer.



CHAFTER 5.

THE HtEPARATION Jjjn) STUDY OF SOME MM GELS.

Int roda ction.

Since the introduction o f gel f i lt ra t io n  chrMaatography by Porath and
f 15) {2‘i)Hodin' and the preparation of stable matrices by Moore,' many new

types of synthesised ge l have be«a prepared. P rio r to these works, other media

had been employed,^ (^6) until 1964 when Moore^^^^ suggested

a method fo r  pre-determined pore sizes in  a stable ge l matrix. Since then, the

study of aerogels and th e ir  use in  g e l chromatography has increased rapidly.
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I t  has been shown in  Chapter 1 that there are two types of ge l, "aerogels"

and "xerogels" examples being, fo r  xerogels, polyethyleneglycoldimethylacrylate,
(93)polyvinylacetate, copolymers o f e t ly lv ii^ l benzene/divinyl benzene and

vinylacetate/divinyladipate,^^^^ sephadex^^^^* (97 ), (98)

polyaorylcraorpholenes,^^^^ Examples o f aerogels are s ilic a  (99)
, (18), (36), (100)

porous glass. The two types o f g e l are naturally different

in their properties, the xerogels being soft and swellable, and the aerogels 

being r ig id  matrices. The permeability of the xerogel i s  dependent upon the 

solvent used, fo r the pores appear to be inter-chain spaces within the fibre  

of the polymer, so the more the polymer swells, the greater its  pore size and 

permeability. In contrast, the aerogels are of fixed permeability, and are 

not affected in themselves by different solvents. Between these two extremes 

is a type of gel called a xerogel-aerogel hybrid. This gel possesses 

properties o f both ge ls , they usually do not swell greatly and have a r ig id  

matrix of known pore size , although this may alter in different solvents due

to the molecular volume o f the polymer in solution altering, and they tend to 

be used in polar organic solvents. Such a gel i s  the type prepared by Moore, (23)

5*2, Preparation o f a gel based upon methylene bisaorylamide. 

(15)
Erisque patented a method describing a series of gels prepa:



copoljiaerisixLg aciylaBiide and methylene biaaciylamide. The gel i s  water 

cceipatible> but also can be used with THP,
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Oel P/A 1 ^aA  1 E^/a 4.0:50 1 P/A 40:50 1 
P/a  40:50 I I

P/A 80:50 1 
F/A 80:50 n

p/a 20:50 1 
F/a 20:50 I I

Methylene HN* 
Bisacrylamide 
gnus.

4-5 80 20 20 40 50

Acrylamide
grms.

- - 20 20 40 50

Foiinaldehyde 
mis, ** 120

V
- 100 100 500

?ormic acid 
mis,

- 120 100 - - -

n-Heptane
mis.

750 750 750 750 750 750

Tween 80 
mis. * 10 10 10 10 10 10

Span 80 
mis, * 4-0 40 40 40 40 40

X supplied by Koche Light, 

XX aoln.

TABLE 6.

Table 6 presents the gels prepared, which are based on the patent by 

?ri.sque. The catalyst fo r  a l l  the polymerisations was 20 gms, of anmonimn 

persulphate dissolved in 40 cm̂  o f water and added in  a 1:5 ratio to the 

monomer.



A typical polymerisation reaction proceeds as follows:

750 o f n-heptane with itO of surface active agent, such as Span 80, 

is purged with nitrogen fo r  ha lf an hour whilst being stirred . A mixture 

of 20 grms, o f acrylamide and 20 gnss. o f ineftiijhistWH^isaciylaiBlde is  

dissolved in 100 cm̂  o f formaldehyde, with 20 on^ o f surface active agent, 

such as Tween 80, present. This is  done at pH 8-10 and at 50°C., otherwise 

the solution may not fom . The heptane i s  heated to 50*̂ C, and the 

formaldehyde adduct solution i s  added. The mixture is  stirred  at sufficient

speed to interdiaperse the aqueous and non-aqueous phases, (but not so fast
( 101)that the partic le  size is  too sm all,' ' The most satisfactory speed is  

about 500 r,p ,m ,) The catalyst solution, consisting of 10 grms, of ammonium 

persulphate in  20 cm̂  of water is  added to the reaction vessel (see Figure 9) 

by means of the dropping funnel.
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The reaction proceeds fo r  two hours, after which time the mixture is  

filte red  through a sintered glass f i l t e r  under reduced pressure, and the 

remaining gel washed with copious amounts o f methanol, hot, and then cold 

water. The gel i s  then dried at 50*̂ C» » sized and packed. The above method 

is one described fo r  preparation o f P/A i|0:50. The prefixes F/A and 

refer to the aldehyde and acid adducts respectively, fo r  instead o f dissolving 

the moncsoers in formaldelyde, they can be dissolved in formic, or any other 

s iM la r  acid. I t  is  not a necessary requirement fo r  a copolymer to be 

formed, as one with 5ust roethylenebisaorylamide can be produced as in F/A 1 

and f^/A 1, but i t  was fcund that these were not suitable fo r packing as the 

THP dissolved them. The figures a fte r the prefix  re fe r to the concentration 

of the chain monomer and crosslinking agent, fo r  instance, 40:50 means a 

total of 40 grms, o f moncraer mixture dissolved in 100 csâ  of solvent, 

and the percentage of crosslinking agent being'50^ o f the bulkweight. The 

final number re fers to the preparation number of the ge l.



The gels were packed in a four foot (l*29  m) column after being 

degassed in a balanced mix o f acetone and tricKLoroethane in the ratio  

of 2:11, This choice o f solvents was made because they appeared not to 

dissolve the gel or cause it  to swell.

During packing o f the prepared g e ls , i t  was noticed that the acid 

and aldehyde adducts of the bisacrylamide dissolved in THP, so these were 

discarded frcm any further examination. The remaining gels, however, 

appeared to be compatible with THP, in  that they did not swell a t dissolve 

noticeably, as described ea rlie r . The results are shown in Table 7, where 

the pressure drop across the column, pore size (in  angstroms) and theoretical 

plate count fo r benzene (in jected fo r  15 secs,, soln, at 1 ml/min, flow 

rate) are shown.
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Pji/A 40:50 P/a 40:50 P/A 80:50 F/A 20:50

Pressure drop 
Ib./sq",

150 165 62 185

(kg/om^). (10,4) (11.5) (4 .3 ) (12.9)

TPC (per foot) 420 150 317 496
(per metre) (1500) (465) (985) (1540)

Porosity (Angstroms) 10^ 10^ 20 io7
Swelling ratio 1.13:1 1.15:1 1.20:1 1.125:1

TABLE 7.

Figure 10 shows the calibration curves o f these ge ls, using polystyrene 

standards in  THP. The linear region of the graphs tend to be over a range 

of 10  ̂ Angstrons, which indicates the gel has a broad distribution in 

permeability. I f  F/a  80:50 i s  studied, i t  can be seen that the linearity



of the calibration is  below 10 Angstroas, and then suddenly increases, 

showing no resolution at a l l ,  Howeirer, the ge l does exhibit xerogel 

characteristics in  that the elution volume o f the lower chain length 

samples are greater than the elution volume o f the column seidesj that 

is , the capacity ra tio  is  greater than 1:1,

A study o f the swelling ratio was carried out on these ge ls , and it  

was found that they compared reasonably with the ratio  fo r Styragels, 

which is  about 1,02:1, This was carried out by measuring a khcwn volume 

of the gel in a measuring cylinder, and then f i l l i n g  the cylinder v/lth 

THP and measuring the volume of the swollen gel. The results are shown 

in Table 7* and indicate that they a l l  have a very sim ilar swelling ratio, 

even though the crosslinking densily i s  d ifferent.

5.5. Preparation and evaluation of a styrene-divinyl benzene ge l.

Berger and Minder^ have suggested a crosslinked styrene-divinyl 

benzene gel o f variable penneability, which can be used for gel permeation 

chroma tography.

Monomer preparation is  carried out by removing the inhibitors from 

the styrene and divinyl benzene by washing them in 10^ aqueous sodium 

hydroxide solution at least six times, and then four times in water. The 

resulting monomer i s  then dried over anhydrous calcium chloride and stored 

at in a refrigerator. The catalyst, A .Z.B .N ., is  purified by

re crystallisation from toluene.
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One such gel is  prepared by dissolving 3 gms, of polyvinyl alcohol 

({Jelvstol 20- 50) in  5 l it r e s  of deionised water with 0,0018 gms. of sodium 

stearate. To this 3^,5 90s, of hydrated magaesium chloride and 11,5 ©ns. 

of sodium hydroxide (dissolved in su fficient water) are added. The resultant



polymer is  then f i lt e re d  o ff , washed in 30^  sulphuric acid to remove the 

insoluble hyd^xudde, followed by hot and cold water and then methanol. The 

gel is  then dried at 50°C,

When the gel was dried, it  was noticed that i f  the oven exceeded ?0°C, 

the gel chaired and was of no further use, so i t  could not be used fo r high 

temperature peimeation chromatography. The swelling ratio  was found to be 

over 2,45ii fo r  the g e l prepared as shown above, so i t  was decided to increase 

the crosslinking density by increasing the divinyl benzene percentage to 20^, 

and reduce the styrene percentage to 20^. This reduced the swelling ratio  to 

1,7:1, but s t i l l  too high fo r  packing a column, Since the gel could not be 

successfully packed, no calibration was carried out and further work stopped, 

as the ge l showed nothing new to compliment i t  over the established Styragel 

type products of Tweedale^^^) and Moore.

( 102)
5,4» Preparation o f a ge l sim ilar to that described by A ltgelt and Moore.

17 sns, o f polyvinyl alcohol, as supplied by Pisons, was dissolved in 

1200 of deionised water and boiled. The solution was then allowed to cool 

down and a mixture of 83,6 csa-̂  o f toluene, 27,5 styrene and 2,8 cm̂  divinyl 

benzene, with 0,5 gras, benzoyl peroxide was added to i t .  The mixture was 

then heated to 92°C, while being stirsred at 500 r.p.m, fo r  6^ hours. After 

this time, the polymer suspension was filte red  under reduced pressure, and 

the zesultant ge l washed with hot sind cold water to remove any polyvlnylalcohol 

which may adhere to the ge l. I t  was then dried at 50°C, The gel was then 

swollen in  THP and the swelling ratio found to be 6,17:1, which is  too much 

to be pressure packed.
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Some studies o f polymerisation of divinyl benzene.

Divinyl benzene (55^ pure) is  pol3rmerised using diethylbenzene as the 

solvent in the volume of i»0 caâ  and 60 cm̂  respectively. The catalyst is



0,5 0HS. beiiHoyl peroxide, and the react!cn is  carried out in a 5 l i t r e  

round bottomed flask  -with 1200 cm̂  of deionised water dissolving 17 gms, of 

polyvinylalcohol. The temperature i s  92°C, and the reaction lasts  seven hours 

while being stirred  at 500 r.p.m.

This experiment was repeated, but the second preparation was at 85°C,

It  was also repeated using four times as much catalyst (2 .0 g a s .), a higher 

temperature (98°C ,) and a longer time (18 hours) to see i f  this affected its  

swelling ratio . The la t te r  preparation was called poly DVB XTBA, and was 

very sim ilar to the previous preparations.

Further polymerisation reactions wrere carried out using different solvents, 

in order to see i f  the solvent strength with respect to dlvinyl benzene 

affected the degree o f intramolecular orosslinking. The two solvents were 

toluene and isoamyl alcohol. The toluene reaction took place at 92°C, and 

took 7.5 hours, and the isoamylalcohol reaction was at 89*̂ 0, and lasted &§ 

hours. The results o f a l l  these swelling ration determinations are shown 

below (Table 8 ).
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Poly DVB Poly DVB I I Poly DVB XTRA

(1 ) ( I I ) ( I I I ) (IV ) (V )

Solvent diethyibenzene diethylbenaene die thylbenzene toluene isoaraylalcohol

Temp, 92°C. 85°C, 98°C, 92°C. 89°C.

Time of 
reaction, 7 hra,1 7 hrs. 18 hrs. hrs. 8^ hrs.

Swelling
ratio. 1.43:1 2,00:1 1.74:1 1.50:1 1. 61:1

TABLE 8.



The polydiTiiiylbenzeiiea using dietlgrlbenzene as a solvent, a l l  appeared 

to be the same phsrsically, but those using other solvents were different.

The toluene solvated sample (17 ), appeared much more granular than the 

diethylbenzene sample ( 1) ,  whilst the isoamylalcohol sample ( i v )  was softer 

and not so granular as poly DVB ( 1) ,  When swollen in THP, poly DVB ( 1) loses 

the granular texture and becomes much more lik e  a suspension, while poly DVB^^  ̂

(iV ) does to a lesser extent, and poly DVBjgj^ (v ) ,  s t i l l  less .

I t  was noticed during the swel l i ng ratio  exp«*iments that i f  the gel was 

le ft  near the oven, i t  turned from cream white to ligh t yellow, and then 

fin a lly  dark brown, A further study of th is  was made using poly 

kept at 120°C, fo r  seven hours, the swelling ra tio  of a sample being taken at 

regular periods; the resu lts are presented below in Table 9»
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Time at 120°C, Swelling Ratio (5. r2 Log s .r . V a . r

0 (h r s . ) 1,50:1 0,1761 0.6667

1 1. 32:1 0,1206 0.7576

2 1, 26:1 0,1004 o,7ShO

3 1,23:1 o.oseit- 0.8130

4.25 1.15:1 0,0607 0,8696

5.0 1.125:1 0.0512 0.8889

7.0 1.107:1 0.0298 0.9537

TABLE 9.

The reaction i s  k inetically  f i r s t  order, and the rate of reaction equal 

to 0.00125 sec. As i t  is  f i r s t  order, i t  indicates that the reaction is  

intramolecular free rad ica l, and that further crosslinking caused by a free 

radical mechanism w i l l  not take place until a "threshold” concentraticm of free 

radicals has been established. Prom the resu lts obtained, this appears to take 

about Ifi minutes at 120^0.



5.6. Fre-paraticai o f a ge l of porosity 1.2 x k A  AT\p,strotiaa.

Numerous attempts were made to prepare gel 6, as described by Moore,

which has a porosity o f 1,5 ^ 10^* but in order to get dispersion of the gel 

liquor in the diluent (water) the rate o f stirrin g  had to be in  excess of the 

recocEnended speed to obtain a suitable bead siae,^^®"*^

I t  was decided to prepare a new ge l based upon Moore's^^^^ gels, but 

using a d ifferent solvent -  non sclvent ratio , 13,4 cm̂  (6,7%) o f styrene is  

mixed with 66,6 cm̂  (33.3^) of divinyl benzene, both o f which have had their 

Inhibitors removed, as described in  Section 5.2, 17 ®ns, of polyvlnylalcohol

are dissolved in 1200 cm̂  of deionised water and heated to 85®C, while being 

stirred at 500 r.p,in, A solution o f 0,5 gms. of benzoyl peroxide is  prepared 

by dissolving i t  in a mixture o f 40 cm̂  (20^) diethyl benzene and 80 on  ̂ (40?2) 

isoanylslcohol. This solution and the styrene/diviinyl benzene mixture are 

then added to the water and stirred  fo r  T? hours at 90°C,

The gel prepared in th is fashion, when calibrated, has a porosity of 

8 x 105 Aigstroms, and i s  now being used in the medium column set. The 

swelling ratio  is  1,08:1 in  THP,

5.7, Preparation o f  gel P,10.

Tweedale^^^^ describes the preparation of a series o f ge ls , one being of 

very high porosity (ca , 10"*̂  2) and designated P,10. For the work described 

in the following chapter, much of P,10 has been produced with varying results 

in respect o f it s  pore size.
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The preparation of the gel is  essentially  the same as fo r  the gel in 

Section 5 .6 ,, but the solvent -  non s o lv i t  is  3% (10 cm )̂ d iettyl benzene 

and 55^ (110 cm )̂ isoamylalcohol, a l l  other variables being the saane, Tire 

reproducibility, however, of the preparati<»i i s  not very high, although i t  is



quite possible to obtain consistently high porosity products. Figure 11 

shows the calibration curves of five  such preparations, the va riab ility  

in the preparations being obvious. This, however, i s  o f l i t t l e  consequence 

for each preparation is  calibrated as standard procedure and any alteration  

to the ge l, as is  described in the next chapter, is  compared with the 

original gel calibration .
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The most probable explanation fo r  th is  i s  that the solvent volumes 

are not reproduced exactly, and this w i l l  a ffect the products, as

Tweedale(35 ) has shown with isoamylalcohol volumes with his preparations.

5,8, Discussion.

Whilst in i t ia l  woife was done using Gelvatol 20-30, when the stock 

had expired no more was obtainable, so alternative stocks were obtained

from Fisons Limited, From the infoimation obtained, it  was decided to
* (35)reduce the quantities o f polyvinylaloohol from 20 gas, of G^elvatol'

which has a degree o f hydrolysis o f 80^, to 17 gms, fo r  the Fisona product

which has a degree of hydrolysis of 88^, Therefore, the quantity o f active

emulsifier w il l  be the same due to the increase in the degree of hydrolysis

compared to Gelvatol,

I t  is  apparent that the styrene/55?S divinyl benzene/diluent ratio of 

1:5j9 by volume i s  the most satisfactory in preparing stable copolymer 

gels, as suggested by Tweedale^^^^ I f  the mole fraction of styrene and 

55  ̂ divinyl benzene is  calculated, i t  is  fc*md to  be 1i4, hence i t  can be 

seen that there is  an excess of d ivinyl benzene in the polymer, with the 

possibility  o f unreacted vinyl grcups s t i l l  being present. I f  this is  so.



further monomers can be oopoljmerised with the vinyl groups and be held 

in the matrix.

I f  a ccD5)arlson o f swelling ra tio s  is  made, as in  Table 10, i t  can 

be seen that the gels described in  th is chapter, with the exception o f 

Sections 5.6. and 5 .7 ., are not very satisfactory fo r pressure permeation 

chromatography.
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Gel. Swelling Ratio,

Frisque (5 .2 ) 1,125 s1 to 1.20:1 depending on gel.

Berger & Minder (5 .3 ) 1.7s1 and 2.45^1

Altgelt & Moore (5 .4 ) 6,17:1

Divinyl benzene (5 ,5 ) 1.11:1 to 2.00:1 depending on heat treatment.

1,2 X 10^ (5,6) 1.08:1

P10 (5 .7 ) 1 . 02:1

TABLE 10.

In the case o f the polydivlnyl benzene, the swelling ratio is  quoted 

for both the theiroally untreated ge l and the treated ge l, as once i t  is  

thermally treated, i t s  permeation properties deteriorate. However, in the
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next chapter. I t  w i l l  be shown that these high swelling gels can be 

stabilised and used in  a rig id  matrix.



CHAPm 6 .

HfgIPARATTQW OP XEROGEr.q CTAFTOD OWTQ flTilUnf̂ lgr.R-

6,1. Introduction.

By using a 3cerogel-aerogel hybrid such as Tweedale's P .IO , ' '" "  i t  may 

be possible to adsorb the monomer mixture of a xerogel into the very large 

pores of the hybrid ge l, and once in the s ite , polymerise the xerogel so i t  

is  held into the pores and stabilised  by the r ig id ity  of the matrix.
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(35)

I t  is  believed that the matrix gel (P ,10) may have a surplus of unreaoted 

vinyl groups on the divinyl benzene molecules within the polymer, and these 

groups could C370Sslink with the xerogel and hold i t  in the pores by chemical 

bonding. This, however, assumes that the unreacted vinyl groups are suitably 

positioned to react in  th is fashion, the most easily  accessible site  being 

on the surface of the pore,

A series o f '’grafting” reactions w i l l  be described which indicate that 

such a reaction has, in fact, occurred.

6.2. Preparation o f Gel P.10.
( 35)Gel P,10 is  a very high porosity ge l f i r s t  described by Tweedale,

12
The pore size i s  estimated to be about 10 Angstroms, so i t  is  ideal for 

using as a stab ilis in g  matrix. I t  is  prepared as follows:

Dissolve 20 gjns, o f polyvinylalcohol (Gelvatol) in  1200 cm̂  of deionised

water and heat to 75°G, while stirring at 50O r.p.m, A mixture of 6,7^ siyrene,

35.3?S of 559S diviuyl benzene, 55% isoanylalcohol and 5% diethyl benzene is
3

prepared. The usual total volume of monomer i s  200 cm , so the volumes are

3 3 313.4 0®“̂  sty ren e , 6 6 ,7  cm d iv in y l benzene and 110 cm’'̂  iso an yla lcoh ol} these

are mixed together and added to  the polyvinylalcohol solution, 0,5 gns. of



benzoyl peroxide i s  dissolved in 10 of d le tly l benzene and this is  added 

to the liquor as soon as the monomer mixture has been added. They are not 

previously added together to ensure that the reaction does not start until a l l  

conditions are adequate.

The areaction is  continued at 85°C, fo r seven hours, while being stirred  

at 500 r.p.m. The g e l i s  then f ilte red  o ff ,  washed, sized and packed. 

Occasionally, the ge l needs to be refluxed in bo iling  water to remove excess 

po3yvinylalcohol which adheres to i t  i f  the solution is  allowed to cool down 

too much,

/
Addition o f styrene mbnomer to the gel matrix.

In it ia l  experiments were performed on a vacuvsn lin e  where 100 cm of 

pre-slzed P, 10 gel was put into a 250 cm̂  round bottomed quickfit flask, and 

a ll  the a ir  removed by applicaticsn o f a vacuum of about 10”^ of merciuy.

On the same vacuum lin e  a calibrated cylinder of stsrrene monomer, with its  

inhibitor removed, was frozen in liqu id  nitrogen, the vacuum was then applied 

to the styrene, a fte r  which the liqu id  nitrogen bath was removed and the 

styrene allowed to melt. As i t  melted, any dissolved a ir  boiled out of it .  

This procedure was repeated until no further a ir  appeared to be evolved.
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Once both vessels had been degassed, the flask with the gel in it  was 

put in an ice bath and the styrene vessel in a water bath at 35°C, Taps A 

and C were closed and B opened (see Figure 12), and the styrene monomer 

allowed to d is t i l  into vessel 2 from vessel 1, In it ia l ly  the transfer went 

very easily , but a fte r about 5 had been d is t i l le d , the styrene surface 

began to oligomerise. To overcome this a magnetic stirring rod in glass was 

le ft  in the siysrene vessel, and during the transfer stage this rod was used 

to agitate the surface of the styrene to enhance d is t illa t io n . Finally,

22,6 om̂  of styrene were transferred to the P, 10 g e l, which was designated 

TC.P.10 22,6,



The styrene loaded ge l was then heated in an oven fo r  56 hours at 95°C. 

to thermally polymerise the styrene in  the pores. The ge l was then packed 

in the usual way and calibrated. When calibrated (see Figure 13)» it  was 

noticed that the pore size had increased, and not decreased as expected.

This indicated that either the gel had not adsorbed the styrene, and that 

it  had polymerised on the surface of the ge l, or that the styrene had 

effectively increased the j)ore size of the ge l by polymerising with the vinyl 

groups within the ge l polymer. Heating did not affect the P,'IO gel whatsoever, 

indicating that there are no vinyl groups available fo r  thermal polymerisation.

To give further insight into the reaction, a further addition of styrene 

was performed, but in a suspension system, as follows:

Dissolve 20 gras, of polyvirylalcohol (Celvatol) in  1200 crâ  of deionised 

water and add 100 ont̂  of P, 10 gel to i t .  While stirring  at 800 r.p.m, at 

room temperature, 20 o f inhibitor-removed styrene roonomer i s  added, and 

the temperature increased to The reaction is  le f t  fo r  seven hours. The

gel is  then filte re d  frcm the liquor, dried and packed^ i t  i s  designated 

P,lO,TCs20.
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The resulting coluom was calibrated as described previously, and it  was 

found that the styrene had increased the permeability o f the ^ 1 ,  but there 

was no evidence fo r  i t  being polymerised on the surface of the ge l, as the 

swelling ratio and packing properties of the gel were identical to the original 

P.10 prepared for th is  experiment,

6.4. Addition o f divinvl benzene to the gel matrix.

20 gps, of polyvinylalcohol (Gelvatol) were dissolved in 1200 of 

deionised water by heating the solution to 75°C, and stirrin g  at 500 r,p,m.



100 cm̂  of P.IO (.preparation P.IO.TGg) -were then dispersed in  the solution, 

and 1 cm̂  of divinyl benzene, with it s  inhibitor remcved, wag added. The 

reaction was heated to 89°C, fo r  eight hours and stirred  vigourously (?00 r.p.m ,) 

The ge l (P,10,rCj|jl) was then allowed to cool, filte red  and dried. The 

resulting oaHbration can be seen in  Figure 14*

Due to the remarkable decrease in permeability of the gel, a second 

addition of 1 per 100 as? of the ge l prepared above was made. The pore 

size -was reduced again (P,10.TCjj2), but not as much as with the fiiw t addition, 

so another 3 csm̂ of divinyl benzene -were added to 100 a t?  of the gel P, lO,TCjj2, 

This gel, P.IO.TCpS, shows a much greater decrease in pore size, as can be 

seen in Figure 14.

To ensure that decrease in pore size was not due to increased 

orosslinking density, the gel P.10,TCjj5 was resuspended in 1200 cm3 ©f water 

containing 20 gns o f polyvinyl alcohol (O elvatol), and 1 @n. of benzoyl peroxide 

in 10 cm̂  o f toluene was added. The reaction vessel was heated for six  hours 

at 90°C. to allow further orosslinking to take place. I f  none did, the 

divinylbenzene would be shown to have been grafted in the pore surfaces and 

oj?osslinked with i t s e l f ,  and hence wculd not affect the pore size. The gel 

was packed and calibrated, and no difference was found between this gel and 

the original P,l0.TCjj5, verifying the fact that the divinyl benzene had 

polymerised in the pores of the P.10 gel,

6,5. Preparation o f a double ge l. F, 10,TCa4/7.

Gel P.IO.TCj^VV is  a stable P.10 matrix with gel P.4/7 (prepared in it ia lly  

by Tweedale'^^) in the pores.
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Sufficient P.IO is  prepared as described in Section 6 ,2 ,, and then 100 om3 

of the presized gel is  resuspended in 1200 cm̂  of deionised water with 20 gms.



of polyvinylalcohol (Gelvatol) dissolved in i t ,  A monomer raixtiire of cm̂

styrene (6.7?5), 6,66 cm̂  diviBylbenzene (J3, 3̂ ) ,  3.00 cm̂  toluene ( 15?S) and 

9,00 cm̂  of n-dodecsne ( 45?S) is  prepared, but the toluene is  kept separately 

as it  has 0,15 gms, of recrystallised benzoyl peroxide dissolved in it .

The mixture is  added to the reaction vessel, followed by the toluene 

with the in it ia to r , the temperature being 85°C. and the suspension being 

stirred at 500 r,p,m. The reaction continues fo r  seven hours, after which 

time the gel is  f i lte red  o ff, washed with methanol, hot water and fin a lly  

cold water, and then packed into a column. The resulting calibration curve 

can be seen in Figure 15, but i t  i s  worth noting at th is  point that there is  

an exclusion lim it at about 2 x 10^ Angstroms, but this w il l  be discussed 

later in the chapter.
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6. 6, Preparation o f a low crosslinked gel stabilised  by P,10.

Gel SPg is  one developed by Patel, which is  h i^ ly  swellable due to

its  low crosslinking densily. I t  is  prepared by polymerising, in suspension, 

a mixture of styrene, diviigrl bensene, 22,5^5 toluene and 67,595 

n-dodecane, the in it ia to r  being 0,005^  benzoyl peroxide.

A suspension o f 100 cm̂  gel P.10 was prepared, as described previously, 

and a mixture of tota l volume 2,0 cm̂  was prepared of the SPg reactants. The 

in itiator ( 0.025 ©ns,) was dissolved in the toluene aind added immediately 

after the remaining reactants bad been added. The reaction was le ft  fo r  seven 

hours at 90°C,, being stirred  at 500 r.p .m ,, a fter which time the gel was 

filtered  o ff ,  washed, refluxed in water to remove seme polyvitylalcohol, washed 

again and dried. The gel was packed using the method reccraaended by Bawkins 

and H e m m i n g s , T h e  calibration curve is  shown in Figure 16, and it  can be 

seen that a 2̂  (2 cm )̂ addition o f SPg makes l i t t l e  difference to the gel, so 

the volume was increased to 5^ (5 <aft3); this did give a larger difference



Tilth respect to the orig inal P,10 ge l, but i t  was hoped a bigger difference 

would be available, so the volume of grafted gel was increased to 15^ (15
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6,7, Preparation o f a gel described by A ltgelt and Moore
stab ilised  by P,10.

In Section 5,4 the preparation of a ge l sim ilar to one produced by 

Altgelt and Moore^^®^^ is  described. This ge l, however, i s  laicwn to swell 

to over six  times i t s  dry volume in THP and has consequently not been used 

for a packing medium. The amounts of reagents needed to produce this gel are 

styrene 24.85S, d iv ir^ l benzene 2,5?S and toluene 72,7?S, a l l  percentage weight,

A grafting of th is gel was attempted by preparing 125 of the P,10 

sample in the fashion described in 6 ,2 ,, and t3r®n adding a mixture of 

13,78 o f styrene and 1,36 cm̂  of divinyl benzene, followed by 41*78 cm̂  

of toluene with 0,25 gms. of benzoyl peroxide dissolved in i t .  The resultant 

gel was stirred  at 500 r.p.m, for 6^ hours at 85°C,, when i t  was filtered , 

washed and packed. Figure 17 shows the comparison between the in it ia l P,10 

gel and the new P,10.TC,A+M,45 gel, and as can be seen, the previously highly 

swellable ge l can now be characterised very easily .

6.8. Preparaticn o f a xerogel stabilised by P.10.

In the previous chapter, various ge l preparations were described, one of
( l 3 )these being based on a patent by Frlsque. Attempts were made to graft

these gels into the pores of a stable P,10 xerogel-aerogel hybrid. The chosen 

gel is  one in the middle of the pore size range and is  designated f/a 40:50, 

its preparation is  comprised o f suspension polymerising 20 gms. methylene 

M ' bisacrylamide with 20 gms actylamide, a l l  dissolved in  100 cm? of 

formaldehyde and suspended in 750 cm̂  of heptane with 10 cm? Tween 80, and 

40 <aa? Span 80 present as em ulsifiers. The reaction is  catalysed by 5^^ aqueous 

ammonium persulphate solution in a 1:5 ratio  with the monomer mixture.



The in it ia l  attempt to g ra ft  th is  gel onto 100 oiâ  o f P.10 Tsras carried 

out by suspending 100 of P, 10 in 750 cm̂  of heptane which had been flushed 

with nitrogen and had ijX) cin̂  o f Span 80 dissolved in  i t .  To this was added a 

solution o f 2 o f methiTiene HN* bisaciylaiaide and 2 gms* of aoiylamide

dissolved in 10 cm3 of formaldehyde and 2 cm3 of Tween 80, The reaction was 

catalysed by 2 cm3 o f 50^ ammoniuni persulphate solution. The reaction was kept 

at 50°C, fo r  s ix  hours and was stirred  at 500 r,p,m. The resultant product 

showed no difference from the orig inal ge l, but i t  was noticed that seme residue 

was le f t  at the bottom of the reaction vessel, and it  was assumed this was the 

acrylamide ge l.

The second attempt (PIO TCq. P/A i)J0:50 H2O IO) was prepared in 1200 cm3 

deionised water with 17 ©ns. o f polyvinylalcohol (from Fisons) dissolved in 

it . The acrylamide gel mixture was o f 2 ©ns metiylene NTJ* bisacrylamide with 

2 gms, of acrylamide dissolved in 10 cm3 of formaldehyde with 2 cm3 of Tween 80 

present. The reaction was catalysed by 2 cm3 of 50^ aqueous ammonium 

persulphate solution. I t  was stirred  at 500 r.p.m, for four hours at 88°C,

The resultant ge l was f i lte re d , washed, packed and calibrated. When the 

polystyrene standards wez® eluted, i t  was noticed that they possessed a lew 

molecular weight t a l l ,  as i f  they had been retarded in their elution. In order 

to verify  that the standard had been adsorbed onto the ge l, some amines were 

eluted, but they did not show a ta ilin g  e ffec t, although they did exhibit 

possible retention by the gel. This was s ligh t, however, so i t  was decided 

to increase the amount of aciylamide gel in the pores.
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This was accomplished as described above, but with double the quantities 

of polymer mixture. This gel is  designated P10 TC(j F/A i|O;50 H2O 20,, and was 

prepared at 95°C, while being stirred  at 500 r.p.m , fo r s ix  hours. The resulting 

gel was treated as before and calibrated. Unfortunately, i t  did not exhibit 

the desired e ffec t conclusively, so alternative preparations were considered.



Tweedale(35) recommends a s-tyrene, divinyl benzene, diluent ratio  of 

1:5!9, so a sim ilar preparation was used fo r  attempted grafting. As before,

100 cm3 of the P.10 ge l was suspended in 1200 cm3 of water with 17 gpis. o f 

palyviAflalcohol dissolved in i t ,  To th is cooled suspension was added 2,0 gms, 

of aciylamide and 2,0 gras, methylene T?N' bisacrylaraide dissolved in  10 cm3 of 

foimaldehyde and 8 cm3 isoamylalcohol. The solution was allowed to s t i r  at

r.p.m, fo r  one hour, a fte r which the catalyst (O.5 ©ns. benzoyl peroxide 

in 10 cm3 ©f diethyl benzene) was added, and the temperature raised to 95°C. 

for two hours, Hfhen the g e l was calibrated, i t  was noticed that no grafting 

had occurred.

Another preparation was attempted, 170 of ge l were suspended in a 

solution of polyvinylalcohol (17 gms, in 1200 cm3) a,nd a mixture of 3.4 gms. 

methylene Klf' bisacrylamide, 3.4 gias, aeiylamide dissolved in 17 cm3 of 

foimaldehyde, and 13.4 an3 o f isoamylalcohol was added at room temperature,

A 50^ aqueous solution o f annnonium persulphate was then added, and the 

reaction allowed to  ta3se place at 70°C. for two hours, while being stirred at 

250 r.p.m. This ge l was designated PiO TCj f/a 40:50: 10, IThen the gel was 

characterised and ccmtpared with the original P,10 gel, i t  was noticed that it  

had altered, but only drastica lly  for molecules with an amine group present, 

although low molecular weight ta ilin g  with polystyrenes was observed. In order 

to compare them numerically, the elution volume fo r  benzene in both gels were 

taken as the same, and adjustments made to the other elution volumes.

See Table 11,
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I t  was possib le , however, that these results could have been due to a form 

of a ffin ity  chromatography, so solutions of the aciylamide and methylene UN* 

biaaciylamide were made up in diy methanol and allowed to elute through a 

"deacidite FP" (now known as "aero lite  FP") ion exchange column to remove any 

acid which may be present. The eluant was then evaporated down on a rotaiy 

evaporator, and the product crystallised from dry ethanol.
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Corrected
Elution Volume Elution Volume Elution Volume Difference 

P10 TCj F/A J*0:50 10 PlO P10
(counts) (counts) (counts)

Aniline 5.15 5.425 5,125 0.025

Diphenylamtne 5.08 5.25 4.95 0,13

1,2,Diaminoethane 6.59 5.39 5.09 1.50

o-aminophenol 5.12 - - -

Dry NHj - -

,880 NH3 6.76 - - -

Dlanisidine 5.15 5.21 4.91 0,22

Benzene 5.18 5.48 5.18 0,00

TABLE 11.

The resu lting products were used to prepare a repeat of P10 TCj F/a  ii0:50 10, 

and i t  was found that there was veiy l i t t l e  difference between the two, the 

difference being within experimental error,

6.9. Some experiments with the PlO/acrylamide g e l.

A short series of characterisation experiments were carried out to obtain a 

better concept of the properties o f the new gel. The ge l was characterised using 

polystyrene standards, but a series o f amino ccmpounds (o,25%  soln, in THP) were 

also used, as shown in  Table 11. As can be seen from the calibration curve 

(Figure 13), the polystyrene characterisation is  consistent with the usual type 

of curve, but when the amine ccmpounds are used, there is  a defin ite d e l^  of 

elution, indicating sample/gel interaction. This i s  not found with untreated 

polystyrene ge l, so i t  i s  not a solvent effect.

The gel (P10 TCj f/a  i*0:50 10) was also oalibrated using polyethylene 

glycol, as shown in  Figure 18, I t  is  o f interest to note that there appears to



be an exclusion lim it o f the glycol at about molecular weight 103  ̂ but at 

higher molecular weights, further separation appears to start to take place 

again. This can be explained by the polymer being characterised primarily 

by the P.10 pores, and any polymer o f small enough size i s  then recharacterised 

by the acrylamide g e l»  Again, no sim ilar e ffects have been observed with 

untreated P.10 g e l ,  or any other sim ilar gel.

When three acids were in jected, benzoic, succinic and phthallic, i t  was 

fcund that only benzoic acid eluted, and th is elution was greater than would 

be expected (9 ,84 counts; benzene eluted at 9*80), The other two acids 

remained on the ge l, probably because they reacted with the amide groups in 

the acrylamide ge l, and benzoic acid does not have enough acid strength to 

react su ffic ien tly  fo r  to ta l retention to take place,

6.10. Results.

I t  has been shown that the ccmcept of grafting one gel into the i>oies of 

another one is  sound, and that interesting results can be obtained by doing so. 

It  has also been shown that the pore size o f the gel a lters  as the grafting  

takes place. This can be seen by comparing the photographs taken by a scanning 

electron microscope in Pigiure 19* and Figures 21 to 25, A oaooparison of pore 

sizes can also be made, as in Table 12.
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A ll pore sizes are based on calibration by monodispersed polystyrene 

and lin ear hydrocarbons in THF, unless stated otherwise. I t  is  d ifficu lt  to 

compare the pore size o f the gel before i t  i s  grafted onto P.10, because most 

of the gels have not been characterised due to th e ir swelling capacity, but 

those which have are shown in Table 1̂ ,



FIG . 19 

SCM"NWG ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF GEL P10 TCS ( mag. 5 ,500 x ) 
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Gel
Pore size  

(Angstrcsns) Gel Pore size 
{Angstrcsms)

F10 Very high. P10 4/7 5 X 10^ and 2 X 10^

P10 TC 22,6 Very high. P10 TGg SPgZ High.

P10 TCg 20 Very high. PIO TCg SPgS High.

P10 TCjj 1 o s ,10^ P10 TC SP„15 
B 2 ^

6ca, 10

F10 TG  ̂ 2 2 X 10^ P10 TC A+M 45 1.5 X 10^

P10 TCjj 5 3 X 10^ P10 TC F/A 40:50 10 High and 3 X 10  ̂ ^

I  as determined by podyetijjrlene glycol calibration, 

■FABÎ  12.

Gel Pore size  
(Angstroms)

Size when grafted 
(Angstroms)

P4/7

p/A if0:50

2 X 10^

10^

TABI^ 13.

2 X 10̂

3 X 10̂

I t  can be seen that usually the pore size has apparently decreased when 

grafting has occurred. This could be due to the unreacted vinyl groups from 

divinyl benzene p a rt ia lly  crosslinking with the g e l, and increasing the 

crosslinking ratio  and hence decreasing the pore size. This indicates that 

there is  more divinyl benzene crosslinking agent present than the original 

ratio would suggest, so the unreacted vinyl groups roust s t i l l  be active prior 

to grafting a new ge l onto the P,10.

In Piffjre 15 (P10 V 7 ) and Figure 18 (P10 TCj f/A 2|X):50 10), an

exclusion lim it appeasrs in  the middle o f the calibration curveJ this i s  due to 

the presence o f two gels o f d iffering  pore size^ one having a much lower



exclusion lim it than the other, but the fom er not completely f i l l in g  the 

latter’ s pores. To ensure that the shape is  not due to a heterogenous 

mixture, the theoretical curve fo r  a mixture of P,10 and P4/7 was drawn.

The gels were in the same propO!i||ttlon to accentuate the trend, and it  can 

be seen in Figure 20 that the mixtu3c« shows an increase in expected elution 

volume fo r  low molecular weight species, while the grafted gel (which is  only 

29S PV*7) shows a decrease in the elution volume, but the gradient of the 

calibration is  le s s , bence better separation w i l l  be obtained. This shows 

conclusively that the grafted gel is  not a mixture, or that the P4/7 or any 

other ge l, has blocked the pores on the surface, fo r  i f  i t  had, the 

characteristics of gel P.10 would be masked.

The in it ia l  studies with slyrene indicate that either the orosslinking 

density i s  reduced with more s i^ en e , or that the polymerised si^ene can 

act as a gel o f even higher porosity than the P.10, The styrene molecule 

is  unable to crosslink with i t s e l f  unless it  is  on the end of a chain, so 

either the chains undergo end to end cyclic polymerisation to fonn loops, or 

the chains are interwoven and swell in  the presence of solvent to act as a 

f i lt e r .  On the other hand, the styrene could be pa rtia lly  crosslinked by 

reaction with the vinyl groups of the partia lly  unreacted divinyl benzene 

molecules, and since the styrene would probably be in excess, the co-polymer 

would be highly swellable. I t  is  most lik e ly  that the la tter occurs, because 

there i s  no evidence o f free polystyrene being present, as some of this would 

dissolve in the solvent and be eluted out of the gel, and would be shown as 

peaks on the chromatogram.
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The previously described preparation and evaluation of polydivlnyl 

benzene indicates that the polymeric form is  not soluble in THP, and that it  

is  relatively highly crosslinked (sw elling  ratio  1,43:1) in comparison with 

other gels. The addition of 1% by volume to P,10 gel gave a substantial



change in the chromatographic properties o f the ge l, and i f  5^ is  added, a 

ocmpletely new calibration  curve resu lts, fh ia , however, does not give a

great insight into the method by which the grafted ge l i s  retained in the 

matrix; i t  could be either attached to the matrix by the vacant vinyl groups, 

or be to ta lly  separate but trapped, in  the pores by it s  size. However, taken 

in conjunction with the styrene resu lts , i t  appears that the former is  more 

probable, because on heating, the divinyl benzene product does not a lte r  in 

character, indicating l i t t l e  thermal polymerisation, which would also support 

the Irypothesis o f the sl^rene being retained by the unreaoted vinyl groups.

The success of being able to graft the 3P2 gel into some P,10 gel 

showed that even highly swellable gels could be used fo r  such a system.

Although the calibrations fo r  the grafted SP2 ge l were not strikingly different 

frcm the orig inal P, 10, i t  was i^own that some change was effected. The 

reason fo r  th is is  possibly that the gel is  so ligh t ly  crosslinked that i t  

acts as a g e l f i l t e r ,  sg sephadex (cro ssliriked  dextran) appears to, and the 

pore size is  large enough to show neg lig ib le  e ffect on the elution 

characteristics o f the new ge l.

However, the ease at which highly swellable gels can be grafted is  

illustrated  by the preparation of P10 TC A+M 45 (Section 6,7 )^ ^

Figure 17 shows the calibration curve fo r i t .  In both cases, the swellable 

gels, once grafted onto the P,10 matrix, have been as easy to pack successfully 

as the original P,10 gel was, and the efficiency o f the coltanns have been 

about the same, as shown in Table 14,
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The efficiency o f packing appears to improve s l i ^ t l y  in sane of the 

cases, hut this is  due to the fact that when the grafted gel was prepared, 

i t  was ensured that a l l  the partic les were as near to the same size as possible, 

consequently the standard P,10 csdibration gel was a mixture of sizes, and 

hence less e ffic ien t.
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eel P10 TCjj P10 TCjjS P10 TC  ̂ P10 TC 4/7 A A
P10 TC P10 TC SP 22

380Plate count 
per foot,
(per metre) ( 1I 64)  (l654)

5¥> 420 500 210
( 1300)  ( 1550)  ( 650)

250

(775)

Cel P10 TC SPgIS PiO TC
P10 TCg10 P10 TCg20 P10 TC 20 IJVB P10 TC 4 5

Plate count 200
per foot.
(per metre) ( 620)

400 350

( 1240) ( 1085)

210

( 650)

320 270

( 995) (855)

TABLE 14.

6.11. Discusgion.

As already stated in Section 6 ,9 ., evidence has been found for a retention 

of certain molecules beyond the eluticn volume of the column system. For this 

to occur, there must be a sample gel interaction taking place, probably in the 

foim of hydrogen bonding. Brook and Munday^ have discussed such a Igrpothesis 

with regard to phenols on sephadex ge ls , and postulate three possible mechanisms, 

all of which involve hydrogen bonding, but at d ifferen t s ite s . They also  

observed that sim ilar e ffects are found with other groups, such as amino and 

carbosjylio acid groups, when halogen derivatives were studied, i t  was found that 

adsorbtlon was stronger than predicted by their adaptation of the Hanniett 

equation because the halogen derivative i s  apparently adsorbed by the dextran 

chain, Jandera and Churacek'* have ve rified  various theoretical equations 

for elution characteristics in  adsorption chromatography on s i l ic a  gel, using 

four NN dimethyl-p-araino benzene azobenzqyl amides.
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The worfc described in  th is chapter i s  related to  the iox>perties o f a 

crosslinked poljraciylainide g e l, the structure o f which is  shown belowj

A CHOSSLIMKED POLXACEMitIDE -  B10 GEL P.
(106)

As can be seen, there are a leo-ge number o f amide groups along the chain, 

all of which are, theoretica lly , capable o f foiming hydrogen bonds with a 

suitable eluting polymer. I f  th is occurs, the elution volume w i l l  be increased, 

as has been shown. The samples which had greatest retention were 1,2 

diaminoethane ( l ) ,  d ianisid ine ( 2 ) ,  and diphenylamine ( 3) ,  although water and 

0,660 ansnonia solution also exhibited retention. The structures are  shown below;

( 1)

-NH.

NHa NHa

( 2)

T
(3 )



I t  can be seen that ( l )  and (2 ) w i l l  have quite active smino groups 

which can in terfere  with the groups on the polyacrylamide, i f  the andne can 

get inside the matrix. Sim ilar e ffects  have been noticed with o-aminophenol 

and aniline, both o f which have active amino groups which w i l l  deactivate the 

benzene ring; the hydroayl group in  o-aminophenol w i l l  a lso  deactivate the ring, 

30 i t  would be expected that o-aminophenol w i l l  be retained more than aniline, 

but this is  not shown on the calibration  curve (P igare  18) due to -the fact that 

the molecular volume i s  not used, but a measure o f molecular length i s ,  as a 

calibration parameter.
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The elution characteristics o f ethylene glycols also exhibit a retaining  

effect, especia lly  at the lower molecular weights (F igure 12) .  The maximum 

molecular weight fo r  polyethylene g lyco l calibration is  about 5 x 1CA, because 

above this value i t  becomes insoluble in  THF at room temperature, but there is  

evidence fo r retention even o f the higher polymers. This is  not expected, as 

the polymer has a structure:

HO'

where n is  an integer.

. o ■

Hence, the hydroxyl groups can be quite a distance apart in  the larger  

molecules, which may have d if f ic u lty  in  penneating the matrix, and even i f  they 

do, the active hydroxyl s ite s  are at opposite ends of the molecule. However, 

in spite o f th is  re stric tion , retention does take place, so i t  can be 

hypothesised that the retention is  dtae to the amide groups on the g ^  matrix 

interacting with the oxygen in  the repeat unit o f the polymer chain. TShen 

ethane d iol is  eluted through, the peak is  nearly one count (5 overdue by 

the polystyrene oharaoterisationj th is  is  probably due to the size of the 

fflolewile, and the presence o f two hydroxyl groups which are able to be attracted 

to the gel matrix. I t  is  also worthy of note that both dianisidlne an A.



acrylamide f i t  onto the polyethylene glycol curve. The Q factor fo r  the 

glycols is  taken as 15, although experimentally i t  has been found to be 13. 6, 

contrary to i f i f i  S f fa t 's  value of 17.5.^^^^^
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On elution o f acids through the colimm, it  was found that benzoic acid 

(pka 4 .19)* did not elute through, but at a retained volume equivalent to the 

elution volume o f a molecule smaller than benzene, while phtballic acid 

(pka 5.51 ) *  and succinic acid (pka 5.61 ) *  did not elute throu^ at a l l .  There 

is no detectable sign o f a peak on the trace which indicates that the acids are 

retained on the column, but have not reacted in a way so as to give a salt with 

the elimination o f water, as this does give a response on the chranatograph.

Hence, an ionic ooinplex may have been produced by proton donation by the acid 

to the Esnide group on the ge l. This would not lead to elimination of water, 

so wculd not be detected except by lack o f a peak, indicating that the acid is  

s t i l l  in  the column,

6.12. Conclusions.

I t  has been shown that the polyaciylamide ge l prepared in Section 6,8. 

has the potential to retain  polymers o f certain molecular structures* The 

production o f such a gel a lso  shows that a stable matrix of an aerogel-xerogel 

hybrid type, is  capable o f stab ilis in g  a highly swellable ge l, which previously 

could not be used in  pressure permeation chromatography due to it s  softness.

The presence o f unreacted vinyl groups on the stab ilis in g  matrix, however, 

altera the pore size o f the grafted g e l, indicating that the grafted gel becomes 

an intricate part of the matrix.

Further studies o f this type of gel i^ould be pursued, and it  may be possible 

to attach a heavy metal to  the xerogel, either in  the form of an ester, such as 

uranyl acetate, or in  the form of an acid, such as osmic acid, and use the

In aqueous soln.
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heaTjy metal as a detection system to see, by using either a transmission or 

scanning electron microscope, where the attachment actually take place in  

the matrix.



CHAPTER 7.

SOME STUDIES WITH THE SCAHHIKG EÎ ECTROH MICROS COPE.

7,1. Introduction.

The scanning electron microscope i s  an instrument which can be used for  

examination o f the surfaces o f samples at very high magnifications. Typical 

magnifications used in  this study were in  the region o f 20,000 times, but on 

occasions, magnifications of 80,000 times were obtained, although higher 

( 100,000) i s  possib le.

As the name im plies, the scanning electron microscope (S .E .M ,) i s  an 

electron microscope which scans the surface o f an object. The electrons are 

produced fron a filament with 10 kv, voltage across i t ,  although i t  can operate 

at 20 k v ,; the higher the voltage, the greater the resolution available, but 

the higher energy the electrons. I f  the en er^  of the electrons is  too high, 

or i f  the sample is  not prepared properly, the electron beam can bum the sample 

and either to ta lly  destroy i t  or scar the surface. I f  the surface is scarred, 

the topology of that area w i l l  a lte r  due to the intense localised energy. The 

electron beam is  focussed by a series of electromagnets, and the beam then 

strikes the sample surface. The sample is  mounted at an an^e of 45° to the 

direction of the beam flew, and the electrons are re flected  into a detector, 

which in  turn converts the beam to a v isua l display on a cathode ray tube, A 

photograph can then be taken of the display.

On some scanning electron microscopes, i t  is  possible to use x-ray detection 

methods to determine the distribution o f a metal in  a sample. This fa c ility ,  

however, was not used in  the ensuing work, but i t  could be used i f  a heavy metal 

is  impregnated into the polymer matrix, as suggested in  the previous chapter.
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7.2. Preparation of samples.

The samples studies were gels pipduced as described ea rlie r , and samples



of freeze dried polystyrene, ^ ic h  -was a digression in itiated  by studies on 

polydiviiyl benzene ge ls .

The ssniple i s  mounted onto a "stub" by means of double faced sellotape.

The stub is  an aluminium mounting which resembles a f la t  headed rivet. The 

mounted sample, which has to be dry, i s  then put into an argon atmosphere at 

reduced pressure and the whole mounting surface i s  sputtered with jsire gold for  

four minutes at W  M.A. current. This is  sufficient to coat the sample with 

JfOO ^gstroms o f gold from which the electron beam is  deflected. The gold not 

only protects the sample fran the electron beam, but it  also acts as a heat 

sink to disperse the? energy. I f  the gold is  not thick enough the sample w ill 

"charge", and ultimately be burnt. When the sample charges, i t  i s  due to the 

surface becoming e lectrostatica lly  charged, and the detectors cannot resolve 

the image, so the picture becomes very streaky. I f  the charging is  excessive, 

the image shows a "herring-bone" effect and resolution of the image is  impossible.

I f  the gold layer is  too thick, the resolution is  impaired due to the gold 

masking the contours of the surface. Hence, i t  can be seen that the thickness 

of the gold covering is  c rit ica l fo r  high standard, highly resolved photographs.

Once the sample has been coated, the stub is inserted into the base of the 

microscope, and the visual display is  focussed, A photograph is  taken of the 

display when required, using Ilfo rd  HP,4 film .
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Seme S.E.M. photographs.

The following pages show photographs, at various magnifications, of gels

described in Chapters 5 and 6, taken on the Cambridge Mk.lX cor S,4 scanning 

electron microscope.





GEL P10 (6 , 000 x) 

FIG.23 

GEL P10 (52 ,000 x ) 

FIG.24 



aEL P10 TCs (2 , 250 x ) 

FIG. 25 

F IG .26 



■Fi^ire 21 shows a typical sphere o f gel P,10. The large pores of the
■4

gel appear as small black dots on the surface, but Figures 22, 23 and 24 show 

the pores better. Two la rge  "holes" can be seen on the surface of Figure 21; 

these are due to the packing of the g e l, as when the gel is  packed the spheres 

are thrown together and tend to chip each other. As can be seen, the internal 

structure of the g e l i s  not the same as the external, as i s  shown in Figure 56, 

Figure 22 shows the pores at a higher magnification, i t  can be seen that they 

are not a l l  the same s ize , and in fact range from sizes of nearly across 

to very small pores o f tens of .angstroms. The streaking i s  due to charging of 

the sample. Figure 23 shows a broken sphere; the le f t  hand side is  the surface 

with the pores, and the right hand side is  the internal structure. I t  should 

be noted that the in terna l pore stmcture o f the g e l is  not as large as the 

external, but i t  s t i l l  possesses the permeable structure of the surface,

Fi^ire 24 shows the surface of the ge l when magnified 52,500 times. The 

composition o f the surface shows that i t  is  a number o f small spheres of the 

gel polymer bound together.

Figure 25 shows a partic le  o f styrene added to P.10 gel (PiO TCg)

Hotice should be drawn to the fact the pores are s t i l l  v is ib le , and also that 

a piece has been removed from the surface due to packing. The residue on the 

lower le f t  hand side o f the sphere i s  surface debris. Figure 26 shows the edge 

of a hole in the surface o f the gel, magnified 20,000 times. I t  is  very obvious 

in this picture that the sphere is  composed of a number of anall spheres. Two 

pores can be seen below the centre o f the photograph, although i t  is

d ifficu lt  to see others due to  the angle at which the photograph is  taken.
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Figure 27 shows a partic le  magnified approximately the same as Figure 25. 

Although the p a rtic le  sizes are d iffe ren t , the pore sizes are very sim ilar on 

the surface. Figure 28 also shows the surface pores when magnified 9,000 times.



GEL P10 TCDVB ( 1 , 800 x ) 

F"IG.27 

FIG .. 28 



GEL P10 TC A 4/7 (2 ,£QQ2 ) 

FIG. 29 

GEL P10 TCA 4/7 {11 , 000 x ) 

FIG.30 
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FIG.32 
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GEL P10 TC A+M 45 (1 , 100 x) 
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GEL P10 TC~ 15 ( 10 ,000 x ) 
u 2 

FIG .3 4 



GEL P10 TC~ A+M 45 (11 1 000 x 
.!' 

FIG.36 

F'IG.35 

GEL P10 ~CF A+M 45 (5 , 7000 x ) 



Even though the gel has had divinyi bensene added and palymerised in i t ,  

the pore structures s t i l l  appear the same as in Figure 22,

Figure 29 shows various spheres of F10 4/7. 'Ĵ he surface ccncentration of

the pores appears to  have decreased at low magnifications, but when magnified 

11,000 times, the fam iliar "orange peel" texture reappears, as shown in Fi^me 30, 

FlgttPe 31 shows the surface of the gel magnified 22,000 times, and the gel 

spheres are obvious. I t  w i l l  be noted that the sample is  beginning to charge, 

and that a herringbone effect can be seen.

Figures 32 and 33 show the surface o f P10 TCp SP^IS (see 6 ,6 ,), but the 

resolution is  not very good due to s l i ^ t  over-exposure o f the film . However, 

the large  pores are s t i l l  v is ib le , but they appear to be larger and more 

granular than other photographs of the ssme m agiifioation. This, however, is  

probably due to the increased contrast accentuating the l i ^ t  differences as 

the pores have actually decreased in size.
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Figure 34 shows a -typical sphere of gel P10 TC A+M 45, The surface is  

coated in superfic ia l debris and s ligh t dents in the surface are v is ib le , 

magnifying the gel 11,000 times (Figure 35) the pores are clearly v is ib le , but 

appear to be smaller than in the corresponding P10 photographs. The surface also 

appears smoother, hut th is  is probably due to  lade o f resolution. Figure 36 

shows the edge of a hold made by the packing process; the surface o f the 

gel is  on the le f t  hand side and the hole i s  the remainder o f the photograph.

The material in the ge l appears much fin e r  than the surface material, as observed 

previously (Figures 23 and 26), The sample i s  also beginning to charge in  

Figure 36, as shown by the brighter band across the picture. Figures 37 B3id 38 

show the ge l surface at 2,200 and 32,000 magnifications respectively, and 

shows convincingly that the ge l is comprised of a number o f l i t t le  spheres 

held together in such a fashicai as to make the matrix porous.
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GEL P10 TCF A+M 45 ( 2 , 200 x ) 

FIG .38 



GEL P10 TC (2 , 700 x ) 
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FIG.39 

GEL P10 TC (6 , 700 x) 
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GEL P10 TCJ FLA 4Q: 50 10 

( 1 , 350 X ) 
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GEL P10 TC ( 13,500 x ) 
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GEL P10 TCJ F/A 40: 50 10 

( 6, 700 X ) 
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FIG.43 
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Px©ire 39 shows a sphere o f gel P 10 TC .̂ at a magnification of 2,700, 

figures ijO and 41 show the same sphere but at h i^ e r  magnifications, and i t  

can be seen that i t  i s  very  sim ilar to Figures 21, 22 and 23 iJS structure,

When these are coompared with the photographs o f P10 TCj F/a i|D: 50 10 in Figures 

h2, 43 and 44, the d ifferences are n eg lig ib le , but the la tte r pictures are of 

the added aerogel as discussed in  Chapter 6, This shows that, although the 

elution characteristics are d iffe ren t, the morphologr of the gel ranains the 

same, indicating that the xerogel has been adsorbed into the pore matrix 

inside the p a rt ic le , as has been suggested ea r lie r . These photographs therefore 

confirm the hypothesis proposed in  the preceding chapter that the xerogel is  

grafted in tern a lly  in  the xerogel-aerogel lybrid .

Figure 45a shows a sphere of polydivinyi benzene, as described in Section

5.5, the p a rtic le  is  about 2 mm, in diameter, but the composition is of interest, 

figure 45b shows the same sphere, but magnified 575 times, and i t  can be seen 

that, as expected, i t  i s  composed o f  smaller spheres. I f  these smaller spheres 

are magnified to 11,700 times other smaller spheres become apparent, and at a 

magnification o f 23,000 times, these spheres become obvious. This indicates 

that the g e l is  comprised o f very smalJL spheres which conglixaerate to give 

larger spheres, which in turn conglomerate to give partic les. With the previous 

gels, only the p a rt ic le  sphere and the spheres creating the partic le  were 

v is ib le , but th is  se rie s  of photographs suggest that these small spheres may 

be composed of even sm aller coies, but the resolution on the S.E.M. Is  not of 

high enough qua lity  to  detect them, although i t  is  possible to see shapes of 

800 Angstrom diameter.
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Zait* Some 3.E.M. studies using freese  dried gel spheres.

I f  a polymer, such as polystyrene, is  frozen  In a solution, and the advent 

is  vacuumed o f f  w h ilst s t i l l  frozen, the resu lting matrix o f the jpolymer w i l l  

retain v irtu a lly  a l l  the o rig ina l volume of the solution. I t  would be e3q>ected.





then, that i f  the lew density crosslinked g e l had not been adsorbed into the 

pores, but was ju st on the p artic le  surface, i f  i t  is  freeze dried, a difference 

in surface structure -w ill become apparent.

When th is  was applied to a g e l,  howeTrer, there was no sign of alteration  

in the surface morphology, as can be seen by comparing Figures 46a and 34 to 38, 

Figure 46b shows a freeze dried sample o f the gel designated "A + M", as 

described in  Section 5-4, I t  can be seen that the morphology is  to ta lly  

different from that o f a g e l and, in fact, resembles that of a freeze dried 

polymer.

Whilst pursuing this course o f study, it  was noticed that polyslyrene, 

when studied with the S.E.M,, had a supramolecular structure unlike other 

polymers studied.

This has shown that the gel grafted onto the P.10 matrix is  not on the 

surface o f the sphere, but Is  actually inside the pores, as was expected,

2^ .  A short investigation into polystyrene morphology.

In it ia l  investigations were performed with atactic polystyrene of molecular 

weight 391*000, dissolved in benzene at an unknown concentration. The 

polystyrene is  dissolved, and then idle solution frozen in ice, a fter which the 

sample has the solvent removed by means of vacuum freeze drying. This entails 

keeping the frozen solution in an ice bath to prevent meling, and removing the 

solvent by applying a vacuum of about 10”^ cm. of mercury to i t .  A fter six  

hours under vacuum, the resu lting polymer matrix is  transferred to a S.E.M. 

stub and prepared as discussed in  7. 2,
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Figure 47 shows the fib re  structure obtained from such a preparation when 

majpiified 200 times. Figure 48, however, shows one strand magnifLed 20,000
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times, and i t  can be seen that a surface morphology is  present,

3?o ensure that th is e ffect was not restricted to oust th is polymer, a 

series of other polystyrenes were treated in a sim ilar way. Figure 49 shows 

the surface structure of polystyrene 2 x 10^ magnified 10,000 times. As can 

be seen, the surface appears to bare r i f t s  covering i t ,  trave llin g  in  one 

direction. Later worfc indicates that these r i f t s ,  or "creases” appear to 

originate from a point o f stress. There appears to be no relationship between 

the extent of the r i f t in g  e ffect and molecular weight, hut there is  a 

relationship with concentration.

I f  a solution of 0,015^ polystyrene o f molecular w e i^ t  2 x 10  ̂ is  freeze 

dried, a fine matrix of fib re s  i s  produced, ag shewn in Figure 50, but there is  

no surface morphology v is ib le , even at magnifications of 70»000 times, as is  

shown in Figures 50b and 50c.

However, i f  a solution of 1,5% polystyrene is  freeze dried, the resulting 

fib re s  are much thicker, as shewn in Figure 5la, Further magnification shows 

r i f t in g  v is ib le , not only on fib re s , but also on plates of polystyrene, as 

shown in  Figures 51b, 51c and 51d.

At present, there is  no explanation fo r  these "rifts '*  or supramolecular 

structu3c«s of polystyrene.
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7.6. Possible explanations o f the observed sunramolecular structure.

K a r g i n ^ h a s  reported the existence o f "stripes" in e lastic  polymersj

these stripes seem to be secondary formations and appear in the preparation of

samples fo r  electron microscopy at low temperatures, and also at the very

in it ia l  stages o f crysta llisation . These stripes appear to be sim ilar to those
( 109)

sho?m in F igures'49 and 5 l, but smaller, Arzhakov et a l  proposes a
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supramolecular structure in amozphous p o ld e rs , which atactic polystyrene 

is , suggesting that a major moir^^ologioal element of the structure is  a 

f i b r i l  consisting o f folded chain domains linked -with coinaunicating chains.

The f i b r i l s  are t igh tly  packed in  large structures called superdcmains,

K a r g i n , h o w e v e r ^  disagrees with th is  hypothesis and suggests that 

amorphous polymers are composed o f either chains coiled into globules, or of 

packets o f uncoiled chains, the mechanical properties of the polymer being 

dependant on which form i t  i s  in .

Yeh disagreed with Kargin, and suggested that the major elements of

the polymer are in  the grain , which consists o f an ordered dcmain and a distinct 

grain boundary, and the intergrain  region, which consists of molecules that 

truly random conformation. In the ordered system the domain, which is  20 to 

i(0 Angstroms in s lse , has p a ra lle l segnents,

( 112)Stuart'’ has been more specific , and has suggested that amorphous 

polymers are, in  fac t, le ss  ordered crystalline polymers. I f  this is  true, 

i t  would be expected that ordered regions would be observed in the polymer, even 

i f  i t  has previously thought to be to ta lly  amorphous, such as atactic polystyrene.

( 113)Yeh has reported the existence of such regions in atactic polystyrene of

molecular weights ranging fron 4,800 to 1,800,000. These ordered regions range 

in size between 15 and 45 Angstroms, and are due to  long chain polyner molecules 

which tend to a lign  more or le ss  p a ra lle l and at constant average spacing.

Such a phenomenon is  seen in a larger size in the photographs in Figures 49 

and 51, I t  is  therefore possible, i f  the above literature i s  to be regarded as 

w orthy, that the supramolecular structures shown in the figures could be due 

to c iysta llisa tlon  o f the atactic, amorphous polystyrene into regular ordered 

regions, possib ly  with le ss  ordered regions between them.
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However, the size of the regions in  the photographs appear to  be in the
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(113)order o f microns^ while the size  o f the regions reported by Xeh,^ are in  

the order o f angstrcma. The difference is  so large that the theory is  probably 

not applicable in  th is  situation .

The r i f t s  could, however, be due to a polystyrene-benzene crystallite

(114)boundary, the polymer acting as a cold surface on which the solvent crystals

are formed when freezing occurs. The polymer is  forced to  orientate i t s e lf  

with the benzene c ry s ta llite  structure, and is  hence moulded around i t ,  I f  

the concentration of the polymer is  low, i t  w i l l  not be able to act e ffic ien tly  

as a cold surface, so no oi?ientation of the polymer w il l  be required, and 

hence no suprastructure. However, considerably more work has to be carried 

out before a iy  de fin ite  conclusions can be drawn about the suprastructure of 

these polymers,

ZuE. Discussion.

The photographs used in th is  chapter show that the surface o f the gel does 

not appear to a lte r  greatly during the grafting of new gel onto i t .  This 

indicates that the xerogel i s ,  in  fac t, polymerized inside the gel matrix, as 

was proposed in Chapter 6, Tte gel surface resembles an orange peel at low 

magnifications due to  the pores being v is ib le  a l l  over the surface, but at 

higher magnifications, the partic le  can be seen to be comprised of a number 

of small spheres, bound together in such a fashion as to make the matrix 

permeable.

from th is work, i t  is  apparent that the scanning election microscope is  

a very versatile  instrument of wide capability, and has proved i t s e l f  invaluable 

in the work described in th is  thesis.
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